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Former ‘5 Days’
exec convicted
WLU alumnus and avid charity supporter 
convicted with multiple counts of fraud 
Disheartenment and a loss of trust 
have been collectively experienced 
by the community as they’ve learned 
that Robb Farago, a prominent char-
ity worker in Kitchener-Waterloo 
and Wilfrid Laurier University 
alumni, was convicted of fraud. He 
was sentenced to twelve months of 
probation and forty hours of com-
munity service on Sept. 5, 2012, but 
the information has only just re-
cently gone public.    
 On May 24, The Waterloo Re-
gion Record released information 
that Farago had fraudulently written 
cheques totalling $4,273.63 from the 
KW Polar Plunge to himself. They 
also reported that he was caught af-
ter he fraudulently obtained certi-
fi ed cheques from the Bank of Mon-
treal (BMO) totalling $5,800 that 
were supposed to go to 5 Days for 
the Homeless, which Farago was in-
volved with at Laurier in 2011. 
 5 Days is a national charity or-
ganization that is run annually at 
universities across Canada to raise 
funds and awareness about youth 
homelessness. At Laurier, the 
School of Business and Economics 
Students’ Society (SBESS) organize 
it each year. 
 In an interview with The Record, 
interim executive director of 5 Days, 
Evan Thor, refrained from disclos-
ing the amount of money that went 
missing from the charity. However, 
he did say that the money involved 
a “very small percentage of what’s 
raised online” as well as some local 
cash donations.
 Thor refused to speak to The Cord 
when asked for an interview. 
Dragana Savic, the president of the 
SBESS during the 2011-12 school 
year, dealt with the fall out of Far-
ago’s actions, which he committed 
during the previous year’s cam-
paign. According to Savic, the is-
sue was resolved during her term as 
president. 
 “All of the money did end up at 
charities,” she continued. “We put 
certain controls in place. The fol-
lowing year’s campaign was a suc-
cess and everything was very by the 
book. Everything is now being fully 
controlled in the sense that there 
is no way this is going to happen 
again.”
 Laiya Carayannopoulos, the cur-
rent director of 5 Days at Laurier, 
explained in an interview with The 
Cord Community Edition that of 
the changes made since the inci-
dent WLUSU now holds the do-
nated money until it is sent out to 
charities. They also have strict rules 
in regards to the handling of the 
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Sights and sounds 
of NXNE 
Jamie Carlson has seen athletes 
come back from some remarkable 
injuries. “You hate to sell the human 
spirit short,” he said.
 Carlson started at Wilfrid Lau-
rier University as a certifi ed ath-
letic therapist nearly twenty years 
ago. Throughout his tenure, he has 
seen university athletes at the ama-
teur level, the professional level and 
the international level get hurt with 
acute and chronic injuries. 
 And it always comes down to 
helping the athletes reach their full 
potential without succumbing to 
injury. 
 “It’s doing the best you can for 
your athletes,” Carlson said. “It’s a 
fi ne line between doing what’s best 
for them and kind of still allowing 
them to compete. My philosophy’s 
always been kind of if someone gets 
hurt, can I fi x them by the time they 
have to play again? Or can we get 
them to play again?”
 Athletic therapy focuses on the 
prevention and immediate care of 
injuries. Contrary to physiotherapy, 
athletic therapy centres primarily on 
the athlete and emergency care at 
the time of the injury. 
 According to Teresa Hussey, an-
other certifi ed athletic therapist at 
WLU and Sideline Therapy Clinic in 
Waterloo, there are two aspects to 
athletic therapy. 
 “There’s the clinical side, and 
then there’s the fi eld side,” Hussey 
explained. “The clinical side would 
be very typical to your physiothera-
py clinics. We do assessment, rehab, 
taking care of injuries, all of those 
types of things in a general clinical 
setting.
 “The other side is the fi eld side. 
So that’s all the on-fi eld emergenc-
es, we do all the fi rst aid, all the pre-
game taping, post-game whatever 
needs to be done, but you’re there 
mainly for all of the emerg[ency] 
‘Doing the best you can for your athletes’ 
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What’s the earliest 
time you would wake 
up for a class? 
Vocal Cord
“6 a.m. I hate afternoon 
classes.”
– Rachael Urosevic, 
fourth-year, English at 
Queen’s   
“8:30 a.m. I would not 
be down for an earlier 
time.”
– Chris Meyer, 
third-year, psychology 
“7 a.m.”
– Jordan McNamee,
third-year, BBA 
“I normally wake up 
around 9:45 for 11:30 
a.m., classes.
– Elizabeth Thomas, 
third-year, BBA 
Compiled by Shelby Blackley 
Photos by Ryan Hueglin 
“I don’t have class until 
10 or 11:30, so I wake up 
a half hour before.”
– Simone Oechslin, 
fourth-year, business
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Publications, Waterloo, a corporation without share capital. WLUSP 
is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within The Cord are those of the author and 
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Preamble to The Cord 
constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news and 
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly. The 
Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all relevant 
facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in a matter 
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical 
conventions of  journalism. When an error of omission or of com-
mission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged promptly. 
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or an 
organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to reply 
at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires impartial-
ity, and consequently confl icts of interest and the appearance of 
confl icts of interest will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it, 
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus 
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community of Kitchener-
Waterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns of the students of 
Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by 
neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and 
freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfi  lled when debate and 
dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper, 
and through The Cord’s contact with the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither 
repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student press is to 
act as an agent of social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs 
of our newspaper.
Quote of the week:
“My face isn’t working today....er,  I mean my brain.” 
–Visual Director Kate Turner on, well, just being tired. 
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Street Team 
Production Assistants 
Technicians 
On-air Talents
Sports Commentators  
For More information check out our website
 www.radiolaurier.com
or e-mail us at 
radiolaurier@wlusp.com
Great positions for students looking to get involved!
Senior positions available 
as well!
Online Manager
Morning Show Host
Sports Show Host
Wanna blog for
 the Cord.ca?
• The Cord on Arts 
• Cord International
• Cord on Business 
• Cord on 
Science & Tech
• Cord on Sports
• Cord on Food
• Cord on Health 
• Cord on Laurier
We are currently looking for
contibutors to our Blog section 
for more information email
editor@thecord.ca  
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Food
Sports
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WHAT KIND OF BLOGGER ARE YOU?
Cancer (Jun 21-July 22):
Full-time work blues got 
you down? Take a day off 
and just lounge in your pj’s, 
who needs the money anyway?
Leo (July 23-Aug22):
Put on Bob Seger and dance 
around in your underwear. 
If you don’t get the reference 
you need to watch more fi lms.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22):
You need something to look 
forward to! Buy yourself 
tickets to a favourite band, 
comedian or play- it’s a nice break 
from the routine!
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22):
Balance is important, make 
sure your friends don’t get 
left in the dust while you 
work, but being hungover at your job 
isn’t a good idea either.
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21):
Trying to register for 
classes? May the odds be 
ever in your favour.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21):
Feeling old and creaky? 
Maybe having a desk job 
is getting you down. More 
than chi will be fl owing if 
you try some yoga.
Capricorn (Jan 21- Feb 18):
The summer sun is ripe with 
vitamin D! Go outside and 
enjoy it while you can! Just 
make sure you put on sun-
screen or you’ll end up like an Aries.
Aquarius (Jan 21-Feb 18):
Thinking about getting a 
tattoo this summer? Do 
it. I dare you. I double dog 
dare you.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20):
Dust off the old Disney 
VHSs and have a movie 
marathon – oh, to be young 
again!
Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19):
That burn is not turning 
into a tan so stop kidding 
yourself, grab the aloe while 
there’s still hope for your 
skin.
Taurus (Apr 20-May 20):
Watching too many Ellen 
clips on Youtube? WRONG. 
There is no such thing as too 
much Ellen.
Gemini (May 21 - Jun 20):
All dressed up and nowhere 
to go? Take yourself out for 
dinner! Or hire someone to 
be your date! Which ever you think is 
the least depressing.
Cordoscopes: July 
‘Like’ us on 
Facebook 
@cordnews @cordarts  @cordsports 
Senior News Editor 
Lindsay Purchase 
lpurchase@thecord.caNEWS
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Since the the SBE faculty wants to move BU 227 to BU 127, there will be an infl ux of students for the course. As a result, 7 a.m. classes were opened due to space constraints. 
NICK LACHANCE FILE PHOTO 
Some fi rst-years in the business 
program might have to wake up ex-
tremely early come September, but 
at least they don’t have to go to class 
on a Saturday. 
As a result of a move by the 
school of business and economics 
(SBE) at Wilfrid Laurier University, 
“Intro to Financial Accounting,” or 
BU 127, will now be offered to fi rst-
years twice a week at 7 a.m. 
The other choice was on Satur-
days, but time slots have since re-
ceived little interest from fi rst-year 
students when registering for their 
courses. 
“Intro to Financial Account-
ing” was originally only offered as a 
second-year course with the course 
code of BU 227.
Since fi rst-year students from 
2012-13 didn’t have the opportunity 
to take BU 127, they will be taking 
the last set of BU 227 in 2013-14. 
The result was a double cohort of 
students in this introductory ac-
counting course for this fall. 
“We are not happy with this solu-
tion and I don’t like the idea at all, 
but we couldn’t fi nd any place to put 
these students,” explained Kim Mo-
rouney, the associate dean of busi-
ness: academic programs at Laurier.  
“We’re hoping that people can get 
through it one time, it’s a big shock 
to faculty too.” 
She added, “Our students need 
to have accounting in fi rst-year and 
there’s no way to make this change 
without a double cohort.” 
According to Morouney, the move 
of BU 227 to BU 127 happened be-
cause many other business schools 
at Canadian universities have ac-
counting classes in fi rst-year. Data 
from the Career Centre at Laurier 
as well as the SBE faculty indicat-
ed that employers for co-op prefer 
the students to have accounting in 
fi rst-year. 
“There were lots of pressures 
pushing us to the restructuring, but 
it’s very diffi cult to do, and it’s only 
gotten more diffi cult as our program 
has gotten bigger,” continued Mo-
rouney. “Over the years, most busi-
ness programs have gradually begun 
to put accounting in fi rst-year. Not 
everyone, but we felt that the ones 
that did, their students were getting 
a slight edge over our students [in 
co-op placements].”
 “And we want our students to 
have the edge,” she said. 
Saturday classes for BU 127, due 
to the low number of students regis-
tering for that time slot, are going to 
be cancelled and more 7 a.m. classes 
will be opened. Morouney noted 
that most of the complaints about 
these changes were directed at the 
Saturday classes instead of the 7 
a.m. ones. 
“It’s very early, there’s no doubt 
that some students are going to ar-
rive late and sleep in and those 
types of things,” said James Moore, a 
business professor from Brock Uni-
versity who is moving to Laurier in 
July as well as teaching one of these 
classes in the fall. 
“We’re really facing a space 
crunch in universities, and some of 
these classes will have to be offered 
at that time of the day. Not every 
student functions in that particular 
way, but there are some who are in 
fact morning people,” he added. 
Moore anticipates that atten-
dance will be an issue for these 7 
a.m. classes, but most materials will 
be available online for students who 
can’t make it to each class. 
In addressing the students about 
this change, Morouney admitted 
that the faculty could’ve done a bet-
ter job at doing so. 
Once the move is completed, Mo-
rouney noted that there won’t be a 
double cohort for “Intro to Account-
ing” in 2014-15, but double cohorts 
– which may mean more 7 a.m. 
classes before the Global Innovation 
Exchange building is completed in 
2015 – will remain a possibility for 
the program in the near future for 
other classes. 
JUSTIN SMIIRLIES
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
SBE introduces more 7 a.m. classes
Because of a double cohort for an accounting class, SBE o ered 7 a.m. and Saturday classes for fi rst-years
“We are not happy with 
this solution and I don’t 
like the idea at all, but 
we couldn’t fi nd any 
place to put these stu-
dents.” 
—Kim Morouney, the associate dean of 
business 
money.
 When asked for a follow-up in-
terview with The Cord, Carayan-
noupoulos declined. 
 “Those are actions I think you 
should be doing anyways, but [the 
incident with Farago] just made 
me more aware,” Carayannopoulos 
said. 
 While dealing with the incident, 
Savic explained they wanted to keep 
what had occurred quiet.
 “We were worried that the back-
lash would result in the campaign 
being shut down or people being 
opposed to a campaign,” she said. 
 She was unable to speak to how it 
has affected 5 Days as a whole, but 
assumed that its reputation was at 
least a little damaged. 
 “But I don’t think at the end of 
the day, aside from the issue that we 
dealt with over the year and the pain 
that it caused, any lasting effects are 
to be seen on the organization,” she 
said. 
 Though she is no longer involved 
with 5 Days or the SBESS, Savic said 
she has been closely following the 
developments of Farago’s case. 
 When asked what she thought af-
ter hearing of his conviction, Savic 
said, “Obviously I was happy that he 
was convicted. But it’s still an issue 
on my end because he wasn’t actu-
ally convicted for defrauding these 
charities.” 
  She pointed out that the convic-
tion was made for defrauding BMO, 
not for defrauding 5 Days.
 “He still hasn’t been punished in 
any way for what he did to 5 Days 
and all these other charities that 
are on the list that he’s been dealing 
with,” she added. 
 Savic didn’t believe anyone would 
pursue convicting Farago for his 
crimes against 5 Days, however, as 
she felt it would only lead to more 
issues for the organization and the 
issue was already taken care of.
 In regards to the publicity the in-
cident has been receiving as of late, 
she commented, “I think it’s enough 
right now to clue people into exactly 
what happened, shut down all of 
those rumours, and give some sort 
of closure.”
 “At the end of the day, it was un-
fortunate, but it was resolved and 
we were able to move forward with 
nothing really being too negatively 
impacted other than, realistically, 
our own sanity over that year-long 
period that we were dealing with it,” 
Savic concluded.
 Farago has not spoken to the me-
dia since his actions have surfaced.
- With fi les from H.G. Watson
Read more about Farago at commu-
ni .thecord.ca. 
—cover
Robb Farago on March 15, 2011. 
ELLI GARLIN FILE PHOTO 
To ‘give some sort of closure’ 
$4, 273
Total from cheques Farago 
wrote to himself from KW 
Polar Plunge 
2012 
Farago convicted 
$5,800 
Amount Farago defrauded 
from BMO which was orig-
inally for 5 Days 
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BOD could be down to 12
ASHLEY DENUZZO
LEAD REPORTER
Come September, Wilfrid Laurier 
University may be offering a volun-
tary meal plan option for students at 
the Brantford campus. 
 According to a report Roly Web-
ster delivered at the last board 
meeting, the Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity Students’ Union (WLUSU) has 
been working with the University 
on both a long-range vision and a 
short-term solution for developing 
a meal plan in Brantford. Webster, 
executive director and the COO of 
WLUSU, explained that the short 
term solution will involve students 
voluntarily putting money on their 
OneCards to be used at a selection 
of local food venues in the down-
town area. 
“We would promote it to all the 
students, staff and faculty on that 
campus,” he continued. “And spe-
cifi cally to students that are in resi-
dence there. Then concurrently we 
would look at a similar food service 
solution that would be mandatory 
going forward.”
This mandatory solution would 
prospectively be in place for the 
2014-15 school year. What this so-
lution will look like has yet to be 
determined.
“As we evolve our residence port-
folio in Brantford that will give us 
the opportunity to learn from that 
experience,” explained Dan Dawson, 
AVP of student services at Laurier. 
“So I think what we’re looking to do 
is to get this initial stage in place 
and then learn from that and try to 
really get feedback from the student 
customers as to what they’re looking 
for and what gaps may exist in the 
service opportunity and then try to 
build the program from there.”
They will also be looking at other 
campuses that have a similar de-
mographic to Brantford’s to explore 
their food service solutions.
“It may be more appropriate for 
Brantford to have a food court as 
opposed to a central dining facil-
ity,” Dawson went on. “But we don’t 
want to pre-judge that, we want to 
try to use some specifi c evidence to 
make that decision.”
All residences at Laurier Brant-
ford are apartment style, which have 
kitchenettes, so up to this point 
there hasn’t been a need for a meal 
plan. There also hasn’t been a big 
enough student population for it to 
be viable.
Dawson explained that recently, 
however, the demand has increased.
“Through both our Students’ 
Union and through our residence 
community people are starting to 
ask,” Dawson said. “It probably 
doesn’t come as a huge surprise that 
a lot of incoming fi rst year students 
don’t really have a lot of cooking 
experience and they’re looking for 
some variety and some opportuni-
ties that are available.”
But according to Breanne Pitton, a 
fi fth year concurrent education stu-
dent who has experience both living 
and donning in residence, a meal 
plan is unnecessary as students will 
eventually need to learn how to cook 
anyway. 
She also believes that it’s a perk 
for the campus.
“We’re getting so many new 
buildings that we’re becoming like 
every other university. This is what 
sets us apart,” she said, referring to 
the fact that there isn’t a mandatory 
meal plan. 
Dawson explained that, accord-
ing to a survey done by WLUSU in 
April, “there is a desire to create 
more of a sense of community by 
having people go out together to eat 
in locations that would be designat-
ed as being affi liated with Laurier”. 
Webster also commented that it’s an 
opportunity to integrate with local 
businesses.
“I’m excited,” said Webster. “I’m 
happy with the progress we’ve made 
and I’m happy with the support the 
university is providing in moving 
forward with this.”
MARISSA EVANS
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
New option for 
WLU Brantford
“Through both our 
Students’ Union and 
through our residence 
community people are 
starting to ask.”
—Dan Dawson, AVP of student services 
The Wilfrid Laurier University Stu-
dent’s Union (WLUSU) is beginning 
to do a little spring-cleaning of their 
own.
For starters, the WLUSU board of 
directors  is looking at reducing its 
number of elected members from 
15 to 12. 
“There was a committee struck 
in January that looked at what the 
board side should be in the future 
and they made a report,” said WLU-
SU chair and chief governance offi -
cer (CGO), Jordan Epstein. 
“That committee came out with 
a fi nal recommendation, which was 
12.” 
Former WLUSU chair and CGO, 
Jon Pryce, was the one who initiated 
the motion of reducing the board. 
However, according to Epstein, 
WLUSU has been noticing the re-
dundancies of roles for quite a few 
years. 
In 2007, the WLUSU board 
switched from an operational model 
to a governance model, meaning 
that the board now operates at a 
much higher level and does not deal 
with as many day-to-day decisions. 
“The old board had a need [for 
15 members] because there were 
all these committees that needed 
people to sit on,” Epstein explained. 
“That’s no longer the case.” 
The proposition will be taken to a 
referendum for Laurier students at 
the next WLUSU election in 2014. 
If the students vote in favour for a 
reduced board, this change would 
come in to effect in the 2015-16 aca-
demic year. 
 Director Matt McLean sat on last 
year’s committee that brainstormed 
the motion. 
“Some of the things they were 
concerned about when they started 
this committee was that it would be 
more cost effective for the Union to 
have less board members,” he said. 
“It’s been hard for them to meet 
quota and they were having prob-
lems with attendance.” 
Another key reason as to why 
WLUSU is expressing support in 
favour of a reduced board is that it 
would make elections much more 
competitive in coming years. With 
roughly twenty candidates running 
for the board of directors each elec-
tion, the odds of being voted in are 
highly likely.
“It’s more about engagement,” 
Epstein added. “Having a smaller 
group of directors will provide op-
portunities for them to do more 
and be better representatives of the 
students.” 
“It’s refl ecting the current respon-
sibilities of the board and how they 
have changed.” 
“The old had a need [for 
15 members] because 
there were all these 
committees that needed 
people to sit on.” 
—Jordan Epstein, chair and CGO of 
WLUSU’s board 
Due to a structural change, the WLUSU board of directors no longer needs 15 members. 
LENG YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR 
Pending approval from students, the Wilfrid Laurier University 
Students’ Union’s board will go from 15 directors to 12 
Wilfrid Laurier University approved 
their 2013-14 operating budget and 
fee report at their board of gover-
nors meeting on June 20, which has 
a projected structural defi cit of $7.9 
million as well as a seven per cent 
increase in revenues compared to 
2012-13. 
According to the proposed bud-
get that the fi nance and administra-
tion department presented to the 
university’s board of governors, the 
increase in the structural defi cit was 
“consequence of on-going expendi-
tures outpacing on-going revenues.” 
However, Jim Butler, Laurier’s 
vice-president: fi nance and admin-
istration, noted that the 2013-14 
year saw “no big changes” in regards 
to the budgeting process. 
“What we anticipated was the 
cuts in operating grants from the 
[provincial] government. They had 
announced a couple years ago and 
they followed through with that,” 
he explained. “[The budget] was, 
as far as the numbers go, pretty 
straightforward.” 
In terms of balancing the books 
for the 2013-14 year, Butler added 
that the university committed re-
serves and appropriations to deal 
with the structural budget, but they 
won’t be as effective in 2014-15. 
As a result, the university may 
see cuts in 2014-15, especially if the 
provincial government continues to 
retract its funding for post-second-
ary education. 
“[The provincial government] is 
going to be hard-put to try and bal-
ance the budget, especially with 
health costs going up. They are go-
ing to be continuing to be pressing 
hard on all other ministries and ex-
penditures as we go forward,” said 
Butler. 
“So things like that we expect it 
will be troublesome.” 
In addition to limited provincial 
funding for the universities in On-
tario, Laurier is also dealing with its 
pension plan. 
“It may sound counter-intuitive, 
but our defi cits continue to rise so 
we’ve got large pension defi cits, 
but we had budgeted for a fi ve year 
amortization on those defi cits,” add-
ed Butler. 
“But because of the government 
relief program it might change to 
ten year amortization, so the result 
of that [is] we end up with a lower 
payment.”
“The size of debt is still there, it 
has to be paid, but the payments are 
lower, so they gave us a bit of a break 
on the budget than we had antici-
pated,” he said. As of December 31, 
2012, actuarial estimates of Lauri-
er’s pension have a shortfall of $86.2 
million and a solvency shortfall of 
$76.5 million. 
The Integrated Planning and Re-
source Management (IPRM) pro-
gram, which is being implemented 
next year, is not a result of the im-
pending cuts, but Butler said that 
it’s going to be “helpful” when those 
cuts do happen.  
“IPRM was not designed to do 
cuts, but it complements the whole 
process, because it gives a sense of 
our priorities,” he added. 
JUSTIN SMIRLIES
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$7.9 million defi cit for upcoming budget 
$86.2 million 
The estimated shortfall for the pension plan as of De-
cember 2012 
7%
The percentage at which the total revenues of the uni-
versity increased from 2012-13 to 2013-14 
$251,327,000
Projected revenue for 2013-14 for Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity 
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‘Mino-kummik’ opens at Laurier
A traditional drum circle opened the ceremonies for the new Aboriginal student centre garden. 
JODY WAARDENBURG  LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER 
After two years of planning, Melissa 
Ireland fi nally got to see one of her 
visions for the Aboriginal Student 
Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University 
come into fruition. 
“It’s fulfi lling a dream and a vi-
sion,” Laurier’s Aboriginal student 
support co-coordinator said about 
the centre’s new garden, which 
opened on June 21. 
“It’s a way to service the whole 
Laurier community and to share 
and teach indigenous harvesting 
practices.” 
“For me that’s pretty fantastic that 
this is happening,” she added. 
The Aboriginal Student Centre 
held a ceremony on Friday to com-
memorate the opening of the new 
garden. Titled “Mino-kummik” 
— which means “the good bounti-
ful earth” in Ojibway — the garden 
features vegetables, a traditional 
Aboriginal medicine garden and a 
rainwater cistern. 
“Instead of ordering online or 
bugging friends or family, we can fi -
nally do it ourselves,” Ireland said 
about the new crops growing in the 
garden. 
The ceremony featured quick 
speeches from Kitchener-Waterloo 
MP Peter Braid, Laurier’s vice-pres-
ident: academic and provost Deb 
MacLatchy, senior advisor: aborigi-
nal initiatives at WLU Jean Becker 
as well many others. In addition to it 
being the garden’s offi cial opening, 
many of the attendees and those 
presenting were celebrating Nation-
al Aboriginal Day. 
“We’re just so excited and so 
happy today to have it ready just in 
time for National Aboriginal Day, 
it’s so signifi cant,” explained Becker, 
who noted that the fi nishing touches 
of the garden were completed the 
morning before the ceremony. 
Becker hopes that the garden is 
not just a place for Aboriginal stu-
dents but the whole Laurier com-
munity. Students, staff and faculty 
can book the space online. 
“We believe that the Earth is a 
healer, that’s what the Earth is do-
ing all the time. You have to be out 
here to get the healing,” continued 
Becker. “So that’s what’s available 
for students out here.” 
But Becker really wants to give 
thanks to the Laurier students for 
the construction of this garden. 
With approval of the Student Life 
Levy (SLL) in March, the Aboriginal 
Student Centre received $29,913.09 
in funding for the new garden. 
“We’re really so grateful to Lau-
rier students,” Becker said. “They 
totally got the concept and wanted 
to support.”
During her speech to the attend-
ees, Becker noted that this garden, 
as well as the student centre, is here 
for the students to enjoy and use. 
“The only reason for our existence 
is our students; that’s why we’re 
here. They are our future, they are 
our present,” she said. 
Braid, in an interview with The 
Cord, echoed Becker’s remarks, “Ev-
ery time I attend an event, I come 
away feeling very extremely confi -
dent for a future and very inspired 
by these young Aboriginal people. 
The talent, the knowledge, the wis-
dom, the contributions that I’m cer-
tain they are going to make to our 
community and our country.” 
The Aboriginal initiatives at Lau-
rier have only been around for three 
years, and the addition of the garden 
demonstrates to Ireland an increas-
ing emphasis on Aboriginal student 
support at Laurier. 
“It shows Laurier’s growing com-
mitment and enthusiasm for our 
Aboriginal initiatives, so we’re cre-
ating a space for Aboriginal iden-
tity,” she said. 
The Student Lifeline, which is powered by Ceridian, was introduced 
to the Laurier student body back in September of 2012. 
LENA YANG GRAPHIC EDITOR
The Wilfrid Laurier University Stu-
dents’ Union’s (WLUSU) Student 
Lifeline will see a $36,000 drop in 
its price tag this coming year as the 
Students’ Union negotiated its con-
tract with Ceridian, the company 
that powers the Lifeline. 
The program will only cost 
$40,000 for the 2013-14 year, and 
will now only charge undergradu-
ate students $3.95 as opposed to 
$5, partly due to an alteration to 
the contract from 12 months to just 
eight. 
The program, which started in 
September 2012, is aimed at provid-
ing services regarding guidance for 
mental well-being, fi nances, legal 
issues, counseling and other student 
matters. 
However, the service since Sept. 
2012 has only seen 39 cases in to-
tal, 12 of which were reported in the 
second quarter up to February 2013. 
“If you’re asking me if they’re at 
where you want them to be, ab-
solutely not, but it does serve the 
needs of our students,” explained 
Roly Webster, the executive director 
of the Students’ Union. 
Webster noted that the lower than 
expected number of students using 
the services is because of minimal 
marketing for the service when it 
fi rst came about. That’s something 
that Webster hopes will perform 
better this upcoming year. 
“I quickly understood that we 
didn’t have the plan in place before 
we got the product,” said Webster. 
But since then, Webster and 
WLUSU are making plans to market 
the services better. Instead of mar-
keting it as a whole, just as a “Life-
line,” the organization will market 
each individual service. 
“It’s so many more things, so let’s 
just market the products,” he added. 
The contract will end in April 
2014 and at that point, Webster and 
the Students’ Union, based on the 
data it collects from that year, will 
determine whether or not to keep 
the service. 
“At the end of the year we can de-
termine if this is a good product. 
Are we getting value out of it? And 
my hope is yes, then we’ll renew for 
12 months,” said Webster. 
Since the Student Lifeline pro-
vides a service for student men-
tal health and student well-being, 
Wilfrid Laurier University has in-
cluded it into its external review of 
student well-being. David Morphy, 
the former vice provost of student 
affairs of the University of Mani-
toba, and Ann Tierney, the vice 
provost and dean of students at 
Queen’s university are conducting 
the review. 
David McMurray, the vice-pres-
ident of student affairs at Laurier, 
noted that there are some gaps 
in the services — whether that is 
from the university or the Students’ 
Union — that they provide to stu-
dents and that they are looking to 
achieve a more cohesive approach. 
“I don’t think there’s an absence 
of cohesiveness [but] there are gaps 
there that we could be stronger in 
a more cohesive and collaborative 
fashion,” McMurray said. 
Webster echoed McMurray’s re-
marks by saying, “Are all [the ser-
vices at Laurier] talking to each 
other? If we have a student that goes 
off campus because we can’t provide 
their need here, how are we at trans-
ferring them back to campus to be 
successful?” 
After two visits in May and a lot 
of analysis of Laurier’s data on stu-
dent well-being, the fi rst draft of the 
report from the external review will 
be given to McMurray. It will be re-
leased to the public later this month 
or early July. 
Changes to SLL
$231,000 from the Student Life Levy 
(SLL) is being used to fund a vari-
ety of projects on campus at Wilfrid 
Laurier University. This amount is 
one third of the total levy, which is 
comprised of student fees and do-
nations that go towards enhancing 
undergraduate student life on the 
Waterloo campus. 
 This is the fi rst manifestation of 
the new process for the SLL, which 
has changed for the 2013-14 year so 
that students will actually see the 
impact of their money on campus.
 In the past, the SLL committee 
didn’t meet until March of the fol-
lowing year, making it virtually im-
possible to have projects done in 
time to affect students. Now, one 
third of the money is being consid-
ered for projects put forward by the 
Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ 
Union (WLUSU) in June. 
 “That was the main goal of the 
restructuring of how we consider 
the money and the projects is that 
we weren’t seeing the impacts early 
enough and so when we made this 
change we really did want to make 
sure that what projects we did bring 
forward and approve that students 
coming back in September would 
see the result of the funding,” re-
capped Roly Webster, executive di-
rector and COO of WLUSU. 
 With a third of the funding, proj-
ects will be underway this sum-
mer, the majority of which will be 
completed by the time students re-
turn in the fall. The committee will 
then meet in November and again 
in March to consider the only two 
thirds of the money. 
 The projects currently being 
worked on include renovations to 
the study space in the 2-4 Lounge, 
an added take-out counter at Wilf’s, 
a new Foot Patrol van, a new hir-
ing system for volunteer positions, 
and more club funding through the 
Campus Community Project. 
 “We’re trying to do a lot of cre-
ative remodeling of the space we al-
ready have on campus because we 
can’t do any big capital projects for 
the year,” explained Annie Constan-
tinescu, the president and CEO of 
WLUSU. 
 “So if you look at the study space 
for the 2-4 Lounge topic, that’s what 
we’re trying to do,” she continued. 
“We’re just taking one of the sec-
tions in the 2-4 Lounge and remod-
eling it so that it fi ts with what the 
demands have been from students.”
 This will involve replacing the 
couches with more group study 
rooms and tables to accommodate 
more organised studying space.
 Constantinescu also noted that 
the proposals were “very thought-
out and very in depth.” 
 “So for the Foot Patrol van we 
looked at the fact that last year we 
had around 1,900 rides that were 
given between 10 p.m. - 3 a.m. dur-
ing the course of when Foot Patrol 
would actual run,” she explained. 
“And same goes for Wilf’s pick up 
station. There were about 125 orders 
per night. So it just shows there is a 
demand, these services are utilized 
and now we’re making it more effi -
cient for students.”
 This year, students are also be-
ing encouraged to contribute their 
own proposals. Come fall there will 
be a new student portal which, ac-
cording to Webster, will be more 
student friendly. This will provide 
students with the opportunity to 
easily be able to put forward their 
own proposals that meet the crite-
ria and would impact student life on 
campus. 
 “Across the board I think it’s a 
broad breadth of programs,” said 
Webster. “We’re going to impact 
students right away and we’re going 
to impact a lot of students. So over-
all I’m really happy with what we 
were able to do.”
JUSTIN SMIRLIES
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Service 
sees low 
turnout
“We’re really so grate-
ful to Laurier students. 
They totally got the 
concept and wanted to 
support.”
—Jean Becker, senior advisor: Aborigi-
nal initiatives at Laurier 
JUSTIN SMIRLIES 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Ceridian under new 
contract with WLU’s 
Student Union 
Laurier and its Aboriginal Student Centre celebrated the opening on their new garden on June 21 
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Frank Szado was only ordering a ge-
lato at Vincenzo’s in Uptown Water-
loo when his $6300 bike, which was 
inside the store at the time, was sto-
len. His eyes were only off of it for 
about two minutes. 
 “I guess you don’t expect it. [But] 
it happens. I left it out of my sight; 
I didn’t have my lock that day, but I 
did bring it into the store,” the Wa-
terloo resident of only three years 
said a couple weeks after his bike 
had been stolen on May 27. 
 He has since then reported it sto-
len to the Waterloo Regional Police 
Services (WRPS) and put up signs 
and a Kijiji posting online asking for 
his bike back. 
 The postings and signs have a 
photo of the thief from a security 
camera at Vincenzo’s. 
 But he hasn’t gotten his bike back. 
 “This was my dream bike that was 
stolen,” Szado continued. 
 “I was gambling on the fact that 
no one was going to take it, my ini-
tial thought was that management 
had moved it.” 
Heat brings the theft 
The North Division of WRPS — a 
division that monitors parts of 
student residences near Wilfrid 
Laurier University — has recently 
launched a project on bike theft in 
the community. 
 According to their initial inves-
tigations, the months of April and 
May saw a 15 per cent increase in 
the number of bike theft reports 
compared to the same months in 
2012. 
 “You’re going to see an increase 
[in thefts] because more people are 
out — it’s cycling season,” explained 
Olaf Heinzel, the public affairs coor-
dinator for WRPS. 
 “It’s the same with any property 
crime, if it’s valuable to you as the 
owner, it potentially has value to 
someone else.” 
 He added, “If more and more 
people are investing in higher-end 
bikes, there are people out there who 
will recognize that and see the op-
portunity to turn that into cash.” 
 WRPS, at the current moment, 
doesn’t keep a database of registered 
bicycles because of the high turn-
over rate that happens with bikes. 
 Friends sell them to other friends 
or lend it out to other people very 
frequently.
 While the police are currently in-
vestigating Szado’s stolen bicycle — 
they now know the identity of thief 
— he also claimed there is a “bike 
theft ring” that exists in Waterloo 
Region. Heinzel, however, noted he 
is unaware of any ring. 
 “I don’t know anything about a 
theft ring. The only ones that I’m 
aware of were crimes of opportunity 
for individuals who saw a bike and 
decided to run with it,” Heinzel said.  
“That doesn’t suggest that several 
bikes were taken by the same indi-
vidual, but I’m not aware of a ring so 
to speak.” 
Campuses — and stu-
dents — hit hard
Students who typically use bikes 
as a main form of transportation 
are obviously not exempt from bike 
theft. Both Special Constable Ser-
vices (SCS) at Laurier and the Uni-
versity of Waterloo (UW) campus 
police noted that bike theft occurs 
regularly on each campus. 
 Director of police services at UW, 
Dan Anderson, stated that “one to 
three bikes a day” are stolen from 
the UW campus, and that many oth-
ers are recovered each week. 
 Chris Hancocks, the operations 
manager at SCS Laurier, reiterated 
the same thing. 
 “They steal them from our cam-
pus and then go into the region 
somewhere and they start chop-
ping them up or selling them,” said 
Hancocks. “It’s a constant problem 
through the summer.” 
 While he was not on campus 
when his roommate’s bike — which 
was shared with everyone in his 
house — was stolen, Matt Guido, 
a fourth-year business student at 
Laurier, and his housemates thought 
they were being proactive by lock-
ing their bike to a fence behind their 
building on Ezra as opposed to in 
front of it on the bike racks. 
 “There was actually a bike rack 
at the front of the building with five 
bikes, but we thought it was a bit 
open,” Guido explained. 
 “We just kind of hid it away from 
the open area.” 
 Unfortunately, on one evening in 
late May, the bike’s lock was cut and 
the bike was stolen. “I came back 
and the lock was on the ground, 
snipped. The other bikes on the bike 
rack were actually still there. This 
one was gone,” he added. 
 While the students did not re-
port the bike stolen, Guido has since 
loaned a bike from one his friend, 
but this time he stores it in his 
apartment. 
Avoiding theft
Heinzel, Hancocks and Anderson all 
reiterated the same point when talk-
ing about ways to avoid theft: lock 
up the bike. 
 But with a lot of bike locks being 
easily cut, they all noted that buying 
a better quality lock might be more 
effective at deterring thieves. 
 “We’re seeing an awful lot of the 
lower end locks being cut,” said An-
derson, noting that students can 
register their bikes online with UW 
police. 
 “I would really recommend buy-
ing a quality lock for the bikes, es-
pecially if your bike is worth a sub-
stantial amount of money.” 
 Heinzel noted that it would be 
helpful to WRPS for those who buy 
a bike to take photos of it, to say re-
ceipts and to write down the serial 
number. 
 It makes it easier for the WRPS to 
locate the bike in the situation of a 
theft. 
 But Szado isn’t completely 
convinced. 
 While there shouldn’t be debate 
over whether or not a bike should be 
locked, he noted that some people 
might be able to get around it. 
 “If you got a valuable bike, you’ve 
got to lock it, there’s no question 
about it,” Szado said. “[But] some-
times I don’t think it really matters, 
from what I see. If someone wants 
to get your bike, they can. They just 
cut the locks.” 
The North Division from the Waterloo Region Police Services are working on project about bike theft in the Waterloo community. 
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Cycling season brings thefts
According to a recent report, there is an approximately 15 per cent rise in bike thefts 
New food truck licensing for 
Waterloo
If you’re looking for a quick bite to 
eat while exploring the city of Wa-
terloo this summer you can check 
out one of the new, but potential-
ly temporary, food trucks located 
throughout the city. 
 The city of Waterloo is running a 
food truck licensing pilot project un-
til December 31, 2013. Licensed food 
trucks will have the opportunity to 
operate in areas in Uptown Water-
loo, in addition to any other loca-
tions approved throughout the city. 
 “City council passed this July 
of last year, 2012,” explained Olga 
Smith, deputy city clerk. 
 “It was generally in the inter-
est that they wanted to bring food 
trucks into the core, to provide a 
different sort of venue for people to 
have access to.”
 When the project expires at the 
end of this year city council will 
vote to determine if food trucks will 
become a permanent feature in the 
city. 
 Smith expressed that the City did 
not have any specific concerns over 
bringing food trucks to the Uptown 
core, the pilot project was decided 
upon to provide feedback over what 
worked and ways to improve. 
 Hopeful food truck operators 
would have to pay an annual license 
fee of $2, 215, or $171 for one day of 
operation. 
 Operators must also provide ap-
proval by the Region of Waterloo 
Public Health, a propane inspection 
by a certified gas fitter, a fire safety 
certificate, general and automo-
tive liability insurance, and a plan 
for the containment and disposal of 
food waste and other garbage. Some 
former Waterloo businesses have 
already expressed interest in food 
trucks. 
 When Ish and Chips burned down 
last August, they made plans to set 
up a food truck selling the popular 
fish and chips they had before the 
fire. 
– Laura Buck
Local in brief
Late last month the finance and cor-
porate services committee for the 
city of Kitchener decided to support, 
in principle, the establishment of a 
new office that would give Kitchener 
a role in economic development re-
gion wide.  And this past Monday, 
Waterloo’s city council voted unani-
mously to support the decision as 
well.  
Justin McFadden, executive direc-
tor of economic development at the 
city of Waterloo acknowledged that  
“the expectation is that everybody 
will be on board” in regard to Cam-
bridge and the other municipalities 
contained within the region.   
The decision came after a study 
was completed by the consulting 
firm Malone Given Parsons Ltd. and 
the CAOs of all the municipalities, 
as well as the Region of Waterloo. 
According to the CAO of Kitch-
ener, Jeff Wilmer, this office “would 
address gaps in delivering services 
across the region.”  
 “The perception is often that 
other municipalities are our com-
petition, but really, they are our 
partners,” expressed committee 
chair Scott Davey. “We should work 
together.”
Other recommendations that 
came out of the study included the 
approval of a Region-wide econom-
ic development corporation and cre-
ating a corporation tailored to de-
veloping employment lands.
The creation of these corpora-
tions would be done with the as-
sistance of Canada’s Technology 
Triangle (CTT). CTT and the pro-
posed corporations would work in 
conjunction with each other and be 
complimentary entities. 
“We’re all looking forward to en-
suring a singular direction we can 
work towards and that is very im-
portant, because considering all of 
the different organizations that ex-
ist out there … some of them aren’t 
necessarily all aligned with each 
other,” explained John Jung, the CEO 
of CTT.
According to Jung, this isn’t in-
tended to be an exercise in top-
down decision-making and 
governance.  
“They’re going to be working 
with all of the various partners and 
municipalities and townships and 
groups like CTT. They’re going to be 
working towards one key strategic 
direction that we can all work to-
wards,” he clarified. “We’re going to 
get there by all of us working togeth-
er on that strategy.” 
“The focus is really specifically 
around employment lands, which is 
where a lot of corporations look to 
invest … If they want to come and 
set up a new facility they’ll look to 
purchase employment lands and 
build a factory or build an office” 
added McFadden.
By virtue of having three post-
secondary institutions in the Re-
gion, knowledge-based firms are 
often attracted to the area to seek 
recent graduates as employers. 
With respect to co-op students,  
Jung explained that general aware-
ness of the brand of Waterloo Re-
gion is beneficial to the reputation 
of students who are searching for 
jobs.  “As a result of that, it makes 
it so much easier for the co-op stu-
dents to find jobs internationally, 
nationally and locally,” he said.
As well as guiding the region’s 
economy with the assistance of oth-
er firms, this plan will market the 
region as a brand of intelligence, in-
novation and co-operation for years 
to come. 
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After a heated city council vote, Wa-
terloo is moving ahead with plans 
to redevelop a portion of the Iron 
Horse Trail.
On June 10, city councilors voted 
four to two in favour of moving the 
trail from where it currently cuts 
across Park St. and Caroline St. so 
that the area could be rezoned and 
redeveloped for a large, multi-use 
development project spearheaded 
by Mady Development Corporation. 
“It was a diffi cult [decision],” said 
Ward 7 councilor Melissa Durrell, 
who voted in favour of rezoning the 
land and moving the Iron Horse 
trail. “But I believe it was the right 
one for the city of Waterloo.”
The proposed development sits 
in her ward, one of the areas identi-
fi ed by the city as having potential 
for urban intensifi cation. The pro-
posed double condo towers could 
potentially house 600 new residents 
in uptown Waterloo. The Iron Horse 
Trail will continue to be owned by 
the city, though Mady Development 
Corporation will build it with full in-
put from the city.
The June meeting was so well at-
tended that some constituents had 
to sit in one of City Hall’s spillover 
rooms to watch the proceedings. 
Over ten delegates spoke, going for 
over two-and-a-half hours. A ma-
jority was against moving the trail, 
though representatives from the 
Charcoal Group, which owns the 
Bauer Kitchen adjacent to the pro-
posed development, and Vincenzo’s, 
spoke in favour because of the po-
tential benefi t to their businesses.
Mike Boos, an advocate with the 
Tri-Cities Transport Action Group 
(TriTAG), spoke out against moving 
the trail at the meeting. He spoke 
to the Cord a few weeks after the 
meeting. 
“The trail is sort of the primary 
active transportation corridor for 
the entire Region,” he said. “So we 
were really bothered that this par-
ticular plan would sort of relocate 
away from its historical alignment 
but do so in a way that actually de-
grades the experience.” 
Boos is concerned that the new 
path, which will run between the 
new development and the currently 
standing Sunlife Financial parking 
garage, will spend most of its time 
in the shade and will create a sharp 
turn as people exit the path at the 
corner of the building.
Other concerns were also raised 
at the June 10 council meeting.
 Roger Suffl ing, a member of the 
Bicycle Advocacy Committee of 
Easy Riders Cycle Club, actually 
brought a prop to convey his con-
cern — two metre sticks taped to-
gether with bike handles attached to 
show that the proposed two meter 
width of the new bike trail isn’t suf-
fi cient for passing cyclists. The de-
velopment plan as presented includ-
ed a four meter wide separated path 
for cyclists and pedestrians. 
“Standard for multi-use trail is 
three meters,” said Trevor Hawkins, 
a development planner with the city 
of Waterloo. He pointed out that 
because the pedestrian and cycle 
lanes are separated, this is not the 
case here. However, guidelines es-
tablished by many municipalities 
indicate that the minimum width of 
a shared two-way bike lane is three 
meters, though three and half me-
tres is preferred. 
At the council meeting, represen-
tatives from MHBC Planning, Urban 
Design & Landscape Architecture 
– who currently represent Mady 
Development Corporation - did in-
dicate they will revisit the design 
of the bike path to ensure it meets 
width standards.
While city council breaks for the 
summer, city staff is drawing up 
plans to start a public consultation 
process for the new trail. “There will 
be some opportunities for some lev-
el of consultation but how much and 
how it will work I am not sure about 
yet,” said Hawkins. 
Durrell is hopeful that it will be a 
fruitful process. “We’re looking for a 
collaborative approach on what the 
new trail will look like,” she said.
TriTAG is not entirely done 
exploring their options to oppose 
moving the trail. “We’re still inves-
tigating what is possible through 
the Ontario Municipal Board,” said 
Boos. “We’re not saying we’re taking 
particular action.” 
Boos also mentioned that the trail 
could potentially be rerouted along 
John St. to Caroline St. “That would 
actually add connectivity to the King 
St. and Allen St. rapid transit station 
that is actually going to span the en-
tire block.”
Boos remains optimistic about 
the future of active transportation in 
Waterloo. 
“There’s a number of different 
projects that the city is involved with 
and this particular one was, I think, 
quite unfortunate,” he said. “But the 
city isn’t just focused on one thing at 
a time and there are lots of oppor-
tunities to improve cycling in other 
ways.”
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Developers get their hands on trail
Dooly’s Bar and Billiards located 
at 35 University Avenue East will 
have to bid farewell as Waterloo city 
councilors have granted approval 
for a site zone change to convert the 
pool hall into a concert auditorium. 
Laurier Alumni Paul Maxwell, 
founder and president of Maxwell’s 
Music House, received approval 
Monday evening by city coun-
cil to convert the popular pool hall 
into an auditorium, which will be-
come a larger venue for his growing 
business. 
Maxwell’s Music House was 
founded in May 2008, only one 
year after Maxwell graduated from 
the BBA program at Wilfrid Lau-
rier University. The licensed music 
lounge currently located at 220 King 
Street has been the host to over 
1,000 live music performances and 
hopes to accommodate many more 
with the addition of the larger venue 
at 35 University Avenue East. 
Jeff Henry, city councilor for Ward 
6 enthusiastically expressed his ap-
proval for the site change. 
“It’s a venue that the community 
will really value; we’ve got a fantas-
tic opportunity here.” 
Though the business is still rela-
tively young, it has certainly not 
gone unnoticed. Maxwell was 
awarded the Young Entrepreneur 
of the Year award in 2008 and for a 
second time in 2010.  The music hall 
has also been awarded the KPMG 
Award in Entrepreneurship in 2007, 
the Leading Edge Arts Award and 
K-W Arts Award in 2008, Arts 
Entrepreneur of the Year in 2009, 
and fi nally, the Best New Business 
and Junior Achievement Awards in 
2010. 
The councilors’ main concerns 
with the facility change were fo-
cused on the location’s ability to 
provide adequate parking at peak 
operating periods. Ryan Mounsey, 
manager of expansion and retention 
services in economic development 
at the city of Waterloo, explained 
that 55 per cent of the patrons would 
be estimated to be traveling by non-
car modes of transportation, leaving 
45 per cent to arrive by vehicle. 
“In terms of the existing build-
ing fl oor area the site specifi c bylaw 
establishes a maximum fl oor area 
of 850 square metres,” explained 
Mounsey. “The applicant requires 
845 square metres in the existing 
Dooly’s Pool and Billiards section. 
The parking regulations estab-
lish a minimum of fi ve spaces per 
100 square metres. There is suffi -
cient and additional surplus park-
ing provided on the site that will be 
implemented through the site plan 
process.”
The city councilors voted unani-
mously to approve the zone change. 
“It’s right in the heart of a very 
vibrant district that we’re trying to 
create in Waterloo,” said councilor 
Henry. “I look forward to seeing the 
fantastic acts that they are able to 
bring into this venue.”
Waterloo Mayor Brenda Halloran 
was also pleased by the council’s de-
cision adding in closure, “We’re very 
excited to have this next phase of 
entertainment in our community. I 
can’t wait for the fi rst show.”
H.G. WATSON
CCE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
LAURA BUCK
LEAD REPORTER “It’s a venue that the 
community will really 
value; we’ve got a fan-
tastic opportunity here.” 
—Jeff Henry, ci  councilor for Ward 6 
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Expanding entertainment
One hand holds the degree, the oth-
er holds the résumé, and a graduate 
steps foot into the working world — 
that is, if they can actually fi nd work.
A new report by Statistics Canada 
evaluating the comparison of unem-
ployment rates between youths and 
adults revealed that youth were 2.4 
times more likely to experience un-
employment than those aged 25-54 
years old.
This is the biggest recorded gap 
since 1977. 
“We tried to look at reasons why 
we would observe such a gap and 
consistency,” said André Bernard, an 
economist for Statistics Canada and 
author of the paper. “We’re look-
ing at the data, we’re looking at the 
trends.” 
His study, published only weeks 
ago, found patterns which may help 
explain joblessness in youth. On av-
erage, over 28.1 per cent of unem-
ployed youth had never worked in a 
professional environment before.
However, young people who were 
unemployed were more likely than 
adults to fi nd a job quickly. In 2012, 
67.6 per cent of those who became 
unemployed were able to fi nd work 
in less than three months. This con-
trasts those in the 25-54 and the 55+ 
demographic whose percentages 
were, respectively, 58 per cent and 
54.5 per cent. 
Additionally, many youths are 
known to leave the workforce to re-
turn to school as full-time students. 
This occurrence was far more 
common amongst youth workers 
than those aged 25-54. 
“We have no evidence fi nding that 
younger people are having more 
diffi culty in fi nding work,” Bernard 
explained. “It’s just that younger 
people are more likely to go through 
spells [of unemployment].” 
These “transitions” as Bernard 
puts it, directly infl uence the grow-
ing gap. 
“So, really what explains the un-
employment rates is there is a lot of 
instability and transitions,” Bernard 
added. “This is in part explained by 
their lower seniority.”
Others, however, speculate 
that the job market is becoming 
increasingly more diffi cult to break 
into because recent grads are over-
qualifi ed for some positions. 
Andrew Jackson, a professor of 
social justice at York University, re-
cently wrote an article in The Globe 
and Mail explaining a “structural 
mismatch” between the educa-
tion of students and their eventual 
careers. 
“I think there’s a lot of reasons to 
be concerned,” Jackson explained. 
“The bigger problem really is that 
there are a lot more graduates than 
available jobs that require a high 
level of education skills.” 
In that context, Jackson believes 
that many graduates are not only 
underemployed, but will probably 
end up in fi elds that do not even re-
quire post-secondary education. 
“Jobs that require high level 
education aren’t growing as fast 
as the job market as a whole,” he 
elaborated. 
According to Jackson, part of the 
reason of why the supply drastically 
exceeds the demand is likely related 
to the global market and technologi-
cal changes that have occurred with-
in the last decade.
He further explained that this 
has eliminated a lot of “reason-
ably well paid, middle-class jobs in 
manufacturing.” 
However, despite the soft job 
market, the York University profes-
sor does not discourage the pursuit 
of post-secondary education.  
“There’s a lot of reason to go to a 
university,” he said. “I mean, it cer-
tainly puts you a leg up in the job 
market, but it doesn’t guarantee 
anything.” 
“We should focus on the de-
mand rather than the supply,” he 
concluded. 
As for Bernard, he emphasized 
that the future does not look entirely 
bleak. 
“The data will be interesting to 
follow,” he said. “Lots of things can 
happen.” 
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DearLIFE
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a 
letter to your life, allowing you to vent 
your anger with life’s little frustrations in 
a completely public forum.  
 All submissions to Dear Life are anon-
ymous, should be no longer than 100 
words and must be addressed to your life. 
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon 
each week.
Dear Life, 
I’m from the Brantford campus but 
had to pay my tuition in Waterloo 
where apparently you enter your 
student number and wait for a com-
puter robot voice to call your ticket. 
Brantford might have shitty course 
offerings and troubles with theft, 
but at least to the admin I don’t ex-
ist as a number. Oh, and your build-
ings suck.
Sincerely,
0110101101
Dear Life, 
Is the Cord really so pressed for sto-
ries constantly that it has to keep 
running filler articles about ’Mental 
Health’? I get it, the mental health of 
students is a decently big deal–but 
I’m also sure that nobody is going to 
The Cord for mental health ’advice’, 
which incidentally doesn’t go far be-
yond ’Hang in there, I promise Lau-
rier gives a sh*t that you’re stressed’. 
Either do a real story on persistent 
psychological and emotional issues 
present in the student body (may-
be what’s causing them, as well,)
or save the space for people writing 
something of substance. Treat men-
tal health like an actual issue worth 
researching and analyzing, not a 
go-to fluff piece you can solicit from 
random Laurier staff and involve lit-
tle more than buzz words and kiss-
ing Laurier’s butt for just being so 
darn awesome. Bite me.
Sincerely,
Trying to take The Cord seriously, I 
swear
Dear Life, 
Social media is ruining all of us. 
ALL OF US. 
Sincerely, 
#Tweetingit
Dear Life, 
WHO ARE YOU? 
Sincerely, 
WHO ARE YOU?! TELL ME. 
Dear Life, 
Please remind me why I thought it 
was a good idea to enroll in summer 
courses.
Sincerely,
Sad, sad student
Dear Life, 
Specifically to the weather, I love the 
sun and all but this over the top heat 
is killing me! Please cool down just a 
bit, so that for once I don’t feel like I 
am experiencing hot flashes!
Sincerely,
Summer Cool Down!!
Dear Life, 
To the construction workers who 
thought it was appropriate to whis-
tle at me this morning, 1. You are my 
dad’s age so not going to happen and 
2. It is by all means not flattering.
Sincerely,
I am not a dog!!
Dear Life, 
Bees? Beads? BEES?! 
Sincerely, 
GOB’s not on board 
Dear Life, 
Excuse me, do these effectively hide 
my thunder?
Sincerely, 
Tobias 
@cordnews 
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Nerds around the world, rejoice!
 The beloved culture of comic books, sci-fi , video games, 
science, technology and other activities deemed nerdy or 
geeky is in the mainstream and seems to be here to stay.
 In the past, parts of the culture have risen in popularity, 
however it has never been as widely accepted and appreci-
ated as in this generation. 
 Charlotte Armstrong of Nerd Nite K W explained that a 
nerd is “just someone who is really passionate about some-
thing. It can be anything; you can be a history nerd, video 
game nerd — everything.”
 “I don’t think its something you should be ashamed of,” 
added video game fan and fourth year Laurier student Luke 
Schultz.
 To many people, nerd culture is a brand new experience for 
them. To the lifelong fans however, it is just a part of their ev-
ery day life.
 “As a young child I never really thought of it as different 
or sci-fi . I never thought of them as a genre, they were just 
what I did,” said Renee Ward, a professor at Wilfrid Laurier 
University.
 The Laurier English professor grew up immersed in sci-
ence fi ction, watching Dr. Who, Star Wars, the original Star Trek
and Battlestar Galactica. To her, it was not “nerd culture,” it was 
just something that she enjoyed. 
 Similarly to Ward, Schultz has been absorbed by nerd cul-
ture his whole life.
 “I started actually playing games in early grade school, 
and once I got my fi rst MMO [massively multiplayer online] 
game, that was the big push. Paying $15 a month to play a vid-
eo game is a certain degree of dedication,” he continued.
 More recently, being a nerd or a geek has become much 
more socially acceptable in mainstream culture; something 
that was once an ignored or ridiculed counterculture, has ris-
en up and become its own increasingly admired community.
 “For me, it’s always been relevant. It was weird to me 
that other people were sharing the same interests as me — I 
thought it was just a coincidence. But I am learning that it’s 
become more popular in general, and I think part of it is that 
its almost become cool to be geeky,” explained Paolo Ferrari, 
the former president of Laurier’s Comic Book Association.
Becoming mainstream
What was once ostracized has become exceedingly main-
stream and widely accepted in pop culture today. Superhero 
fi lms, zombie culture, comic books, video games, sci-fi  litera-
ture and television shows are now highly anticipated and be-
loved by many. 
 “It’s kind of developing into something that is more social-
ly acceptable. To talk to your friends about Game of Thrones, 
that might not have been common ten years ago. It’s cool that 
it’s gained so much attention,” explained Schultz.
 The growing acceptance of the culture has given more rec-
ognition to lifelong fans, and has ushered in a whole new 
generation of nerd culture admirers.
 “I think it speaks a lot to the idea of dystopias or utopias. 
The sense that something is lacking in our own culture or 
world, so we seek for it elsewhere. It’s a type of escapism. 
We’re dissatisfi ed,” explained Ward.
 Escaping to the fantasy worlds of nerd culture brings sol-
ace to fans young and old, newfound and lifelong. Getting 
lost in the pages of a comic book, a documentary or a vid-
eo game is now not only acceptable but also widely appeal-
ing. 
 Many factors have contributed to the rising apprecia-
tion for this former counterculture, but two key causes are 
the continuous revitalizations of franchises and advances in 
technology. 
Revitalizing the classics 
 Over the past generation, reboots of Star Trek, Superman, 
Star Wars, Battlestar Galactica, Batman, and countless adapta-
tions of comic books and sci-fi  novels have brought in new 
admirers while at the same time trying to appeal to the origi-
nal fandom.   
 However, the original fans are not always easy to please 
when it comes to reboots of their favourite franchises. 
 “Some people get really offended because they’re so com-
pletely married to the original, and I certainly have those feel-
ings about, say, the Star Wars fi lms,” Ward stated. “We cling to 
these things because of their nostalgic value, they are a part of 
our past and a part of our childhood. Something that we loved 
so dearly we don’t envision them in any other way.”
 Like many fans, Ferrari agrees that original fans could suf-
fer because of the surge in the popularity of nerd culture.
 “Unfortunately I do feel as though there will be a satura-
tion that happens, and the quality of the things that are being 
produced will go down. I think as they start to cater towards 
general audiences, the parts that the original fans really liked 
will start to be ignored to try to accommodate those tastes,” 
he explained.
 Despite some fears and hesitations from lifelong fans, they 
cannot deny that there are many positives to reboots as well. 
 “In no way can you argue that these new franchises coming 
out are going to be as great as the originals, but you’re not go-
ing to reboot a series to remake it 100 per cent,” said Schultz. 
“I think its great that they’re rebooting these franchises be-
cause it allows people who didn’t get into them when they 
were younger or didn’t have them around, now they have the 
opportunity to do that again.”
 The culture they love so deeply is fi nally getting the atten-
tion and acceptance it deserves because of these revitaliza-
tions. They have encouraged new supporters to look back to 
the original work and become immersed in them as the life-
long fans have done before them. 
Technological advances
Progress in technology has a direct correlation with the pop-
ularity of nerd culture. Technology not only makes it easier 
to learn more and connect with people with shared interests, 
but it directly links us to the culture as things we read and 
watch become more realistic.
 “Our world is progressing so quickly. The boundaries be-
tween man and machine are so crucial to our own culture be-
cause we’re ‘plugged in’ in so many ways, and I think a lot of 
the importance or the attraction to these narratives is our way 
of coping or exploring what these leaps and bounds in tech-
nology may mean, as well as our fears,” said Ward. 
 Those who immerse themselves in the culture tend to be 
intensely curious, according to Armstrong. Consequently, 
technology is increasingly important as they utilize it to gain 
information.
 “We can access way more information than we could be-
fore. Those of us with a curious nature, we can just access all 
Revenge of the nerds
By looking at the increasing popularity of superhero movies, comic books, science fi ction and 
video games, Visual Director Kate Turner examines the newfound acceptance of nerd culture in 
society, and what it means for nerds and non-nerds alike
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eo game is now not only acceptable but also widely appeal-
ing. 
 Many factors have contributed to the rising apprecia-
tion for this former counterculture, but two key causes are 
the continuous revitalizations of franchises and advances in 
technology. 
Revitalizing the classics 
 Over the past generation, reboots of Star Trek, Superman, 
Star Wars, Battlestar Galactica, Batman, and countless adapta-
tions of comic books and sci-fi  novels have brought in new 
admirers while at the same time trying to appeal to the origi-
nal fandom.   
 However, the original fans are not always easy to please 
when it comes to reboots of their favourite franchises. 
 “Some people get really offended because they’re so com-
pletely married to the original, and I certainly have those feel-
ings about, say, the Star Wars fi lms,” Ward stated. “We cling to 
these things because of their nostalgic value, they are a part of 
our past and a part of our childhood. Something that we loved 
so dearly we don’t envision them in any other way.”
 Like many fans, Ferrari agrees that original fans could suf-
fer because of the surge in the popularity of nerd culture.
 “Unfortunately I do feel as though there will be a satura-
tion that happens, and the quality of the things that are being 
produced will go down. I think as they start to cater towards 
general audiences, the parts that the original fans really liked 
will start to be ignored to try to accommodate those tastes,” 
he explained.
 Despite some fears and hesitations from lifelong fans, they 
cannot deny that there are many positives to reboots as well. 
 “In no way can you argue that these new franchises coming 
out are going to be as great as the originals, but you’re not go-
ing to reboot a series to remake it 100 per cent,” said Schultz. 
“I think its great that they’re rebooting these franchises be-
cause it allows people who didn’t get into them when they 
were younger or didn’t have them around, now they have the 
opportunity to do that again.”
 The culture they love so deeply is fi nally getting the atten-
tion and acceptance it deserves because of these revitaliza-
tions. They have encouraged new supporters to look back to 
the original work and become immersed in them as the life-
long fans have done before them. 
Technological advances
Progress in technology has a direct correlation with the pop-
ularity of nerd culture. Technology not only makes it easier 
to learn more and connect with people with shared interests, 
but it directly links us to the culture as things we read and 
watch become more realistic.
 “Our world is progressing so quickly. The boundaries be-
tween man and machine are so crucial to our own culture be-
cause we’re ‘plugged in’ in so many ways, and I think a lot of 
the importance or the attraction to these narratives is our way 
of coping or exploring what these leaps and bounds in tech-
nology may mean, as well as our fears,” said Ward. 
 Those who immerse themselves in the culture tend to be 
intensely curious, according to Armstrong. Consequently, 
technology is increasingly important as they utilize it to gain 
information.
 “We can access way more information than we could be-
fore. Those of us with a curious nature, we can just access all 
this information at our fi ngertips, and it makes us want more. 
It’s almost addictive,” she emphasized. 
 “Because we’re so connected its easy to fi nd things on the 
Internet, and to talk to people on message boards who also 
enjoy the shows or the games. These different aspects of nerd 
culture that they might not be able to get in their everyday 
lives, so I think it’s pretty great that we have this technolo-
gy where it’s so easy to communicate with people,” Schultz 
added.
 Communicating through online mediums provides fans of 
nerd culture with a sense of community, which were essential 
in a time before the culture became mainstream.
A sense of community
 “As a kid who necessarily didn’t fi t in all the time, to me 
these environments were crucial growing up. It gave you a 
place where we all wished to feel that we belong and have 
community in the sense of shared interest,” said Ward.
 Before this generation’s common involvement in nerd cul-
ture, those who were a part of it had few people to talk about 
their interests with. Online communities and comic conven-
tions provided them with the sense of belonging they desired, 
and allowed them to interact with other fans. 
 “It’s no longer just about the artifacts themselves, it’s about 
the commodity culture that goes with it. The fact that you 
can go out and buy a costume and dress up as your favou-
rite Star Trek character, it’s kind of a participatory culture,” she 
continued.
 As the culture grows, so do the communities surrounding 
it. Nerds and geeks can discuss their interests with just about 
anyone. Comic conventions are constantly growing in atten-
dance. Sci-fi  and superhero movies break records at the box 
offi ce. Society has realized that it is cool to be a nerd. 
 “It’s really nice to fi nd other people who are really passion-
ate about the same things you are, and you can learn so much 
off of each other. It feels good to fi nd people who accept that 
kind of behaviour. It’s defi nitely gotten a lot easier to talk to 
people about stuff like that, so its nice that we have these op-
portunities now,” said Schultz.
 However, despite the widespread acceptance of the cul-
ture, barriers between society and nerd culture still exist.
Breaking the stigmas
“People of certain generations still use the word nerd as a de-
rogatory term, but I’m like ‘oh, that’s awesome, I’m glad I’m a 
nerd,’” emphasized Armstrong.
 “I don’t like feeding the idea that we’re socially awkward, 
because we’re not, we’re just particular about what we want 
to do. I think that comparison of The Big Bang Theory is really 
frustrating,” she continued.
 Nerd culture still carries stigmas and negative undertones 
in society, and nerds and geeks alike agree that they need to 
be put in the past. 
 “The whole idea of being a gamer still has that negative 
connotation, normally people think if a guy is a gamer he lives 
in his mom’s basement and is non stop everyday. I’d like to 
see us move past that,” said Schultz. 
 Most people can say they have gone to see and enjoyed 
watching a superhero movie, read a sci-fi  novel, been inter-
ested in science and technology, and been truly passionate 
about something. And take it from the nerds themselves; if 
you are passionate about something, you are a nerd.
Revenge of the nerds
By looking at the increasing popularity of superhero movies, comic books, science fi ction and 
video games, Visual Director Kate Turner examines the newfound acceptance of nerd culture in 
society, and what it means for nerds and non-nerds alike
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When you think about summer, a 
few obvious things come to mind. 
Beaches, BBQs, the horrendous 
farmers tans and of course pati-
os. Whether it’s in your backyard, 
front yard or down the street, out-
door patios are essential to summer 
serenity. 
For those currently residing in 
wonderful Waterloo, there are a few 
outdoor patios that are a must hit 
before Fall semester comes creeping 
up.   
As a self-proclaimed patio con-
noisseur, I have selected three par-
ticular outdoor eateries that are per-
fect for the summer student budget 
and lifestyle. All three have their 
own unique flare and style that can 
cater to all of your patio preferences.
 
Shoeless Joes (253 King St N): 
Conveniently located right at King 
and University, this two level bar 
and grill comes equipped with a 
rooftop patio. 
 The atmosphere is relaxed and 
easy going. having a bird’s eye view 
right over the busiest intersection 
in Waterloo also doesn’t hurt. The 
food is delectable – I recommend 
The Closer sandwich – and the beer 
selection is fairly standard and ev-
erything is decently priced which is 
a good choice for the less than plen-
tiful student budget. 
Morty’s Pub (272 King St N): 
If you are unfamiliar with the leg-
endary Morty’s Pub, either you don’t 
go to Laurier or you have been living 
under rock in Waterloo Park. It’s im-
possible to miss their massive sign 
towering right over their King Street 
patio. The atmosphere is ideal for 
any student interested in people 
watching, as the patio is right on the 
King Street sidewalk. 
 The food quality is impeccable 
and the beer variety is on point. 
However, with quality comes cost. 
Make sure to budget appropriately 
when planning your next Morty’s 
patio visit.
Ethel’s Lounge (114 King St N): 
This is Waterloo’s hidden gem. Their 
patio is probably the biggest and 
most extensive included in this list. 
The atmosphere is inclusive and the 
staff makes you feel like a regular, 
even if it’s your first visit. 
 I don’t think there has been one 
time I’ve gone and haven’t found 
myself in tears from a witty com-
ment or joke courtesy of the serving 
staff. 
 The food is a unique blend of 
classic pub favourites and some tex-
mex creations. The prices are rea-
sonable and you definitely get what 
you pay for each time.   
Life Editor
Alanna Fairey  
afairey@thecord.caLife
Best patio spots near Laurier’s campus
Staff writer Scott Glaysher profiles three popular patios in the Waterloo area that you should check out
We have all heard the statistics of 
the job market, I am sure a lot of 
us have felt the pinch of trying to 
find a job so that we can have mon-
ey for textbooks, school and life’s 
necessities. 
Instead of spending your time 
frustrated and stressed, there are 
alternative ways to make money. 
Sometimes students can earn mon-
ey by not even being employed.
    Deanna O’Hara, a fourth year 
University of Western student, is 
making her money through an as-
sortment of odd jobs, such as baby-
sitting, dog walking and bake sales 
as a means to cope with the increas-
ing cost of living. 
“Even thougvh I don’t make too 
much money, it’s enough to put 
away for school,” O’Hara said.
 That essentially is what it comes 
down to making money so that we 
have enough to save for the upcom-
ing bills. While she came up with the 
idea on her own, O’Hara stressed 
the use of community resources as a 
source for finding odd jobs. 
“My community was supper sup-
portive and helped in any way they 
could.”  It helps to put your name out 
there and network to find our next 
odd job that will help you along fur-
ther; you never know the opportuni-
ties that will arise.  
“As a dog walker you meet a lot of 
interesting people,” O’Hara said. 
     Let’s say you have tried every-
thing and feel there are no more op-
tions left, before you decide to give 
up, consider the power of your own 
closet. I am talking EBay and your 
local consignment shops. 
With vintage shops gaining 
popularity, you have the chance to 
sell your clothes, therefore making 
money and clearing out space in 
that overstuffed closet. Even offer to 
clean attics or basements for your 
family, you never know what hidden 
jewels you will find in stuff other-
wise seen as junk. 
 Wilfrid Laurier University student 
Fiona Ambrose utilized her Inter-
net connections, as she used EBay 
and Kijji to sell her old clothes and 
household utensils. Ambrose also 
brought her old clothes to consign-
ment stores that would give her the 
profits.
 “I brought my old shoes, clothes 
and books to the local consignment 
shop and also selling appliances 
found in the attic, the best thing is 
seeing the thrill on the faces of oth-
ers who are excited about my stuff,” 
Ambrose shared. 
 “I definitely understand the ap-
peal of making money in an alterna-
tive way.” 
 Both students also took part in 
the ever-famous garage sale meth-
od, which is an easy way to get rid of 
those old toys or childhood books, 
causing others to be happy with 
their purchases.
         Both students are using dif-
ferent methods to earn money, but 
both women agree that they wish 
that they had  started their job hunt 
earlier in the year. However, both 
girls are looking ahead and  are open 
to being creative when looking for 
alternative ways to make money. 
 “Don’t think that being employed 
is the only way to make money,” 
Ambrose said.
 “Something will come up but in 
the meantime, be creative.”   
 Finding a job provides us with 
added anxiety, so remember there 
will always be an opportunity avail-
able you just have to give yourself 
the chance to find it. Until then, you 
have to find ways to earn money un-
til then.
sarah Zoschke
corD LiFE
Making money in unconventional ways 
Others to check out in 
Waterloo: 
• Chainsaw 
• Heuther Hotel (Barley Works) 
• McMullan’s Pub and Grill 
• Crabby Joes 
• Beertown 
lena yang GrAphicS EDitor
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The summer heat is often desired 
in the midst of the cold and dreary 
winter, but when you notice your 
make-up melting off, the heat seems 
less desirable.
 Ladies, don’t put your make-up 
bag away for the duration of the 
summer, we all know that you still 
want to look good when you go on 
your summer dates. However, when 
the foundation and the mascara are 
sliding down your face, you are only 
showing the world that you are hot 
-- and not in the attractive way.
 There are a few tips that you 
should consider when putting on 
make-up this summer. You can still 
look like a summer babe and avoid 
looking like a clown by making a 
few slight changes to your make-up 
regime.
 The most important make-up tip 
is in regards to foundation, as many 
often misapply it. The less you put 
on, the less there is to slide off. A 
dampened make-up sponge is the 
ultimate tool for applying it so that it 
goes on light and absolute. 
 If you put a few drops on a moist 
foam-latex sponge, and swipe it 
from the middle of your face out-
ward in short strokes, it will come 
off as light and weightless. Give it 
a minute or so to set before you ap-
ply other makeup. Your foundation 
shouldn’t feel heavy. If it does, you 
put on too much.
Waterproof mascara should be a 
no-brainer when going out in the 
summer heat. It can withstand the 
office, the gym, the pool and the bar 
without smudging. The last thing 
you’ll want is for mascara to start 
running down into your eyes.
 For a much more natural and 
lighter look, apply one layer on 
the top lid and try to use a brown-
black solution rather than jet-black 
mascara. 
 Lips were made for kissing and 
nothing kills the mood quite like 
sticky and runny lip-gloss. To avoid 
this awkward situation, skip the 
thick and heavy lipsticks and choose 
a light lip-gloss or tinted lip balm as 
an alternative. 
 Lip conditioners are an incredible 
choice for summer, providing sun 
protection as well as a sexy hint of 
colour and gloss without being too 
much.
Finally, the most helpful tip for 
not melting in the summer heat is 
to always keep oil-blotting sheets in 
your purse. The oil blotting sheets, 
commonly found at Sephora, help 
soak up excess oil without distorting 
your makeup.
  The only thing you want to be 
careful of is to avoid powdered facial 
blotters because the layer of powder 
will clog your pores.
 Follow these summer make-up 
tips carefully, and you will be a sun 
kissed summer babe. At least, until 
the cold weather returns in the fall.
alanna fairey 
lifE EDitor 
lena yanG GrAPHiCS EDitor
Everyone warns you to hydrate 
properly during the intense heat 
of the summer. But what happens 
when you get sick of plain old wa-
ter? And what happens if you want 
to avoid drinks that are high in 
calories? 
 The only logical explanation is 
to infuse various fruits into your 
water. Not only is it a way to natu-
rally flavour your water, it also helps 
with boosting your metabolism and 
maintaining a perfect summer body.
 One of the best drinks for sum-
mer hydration are ones that are full 
of healthy fruits and spices that not 
only enhance the flavour of your 
water, but it comes with positive 
outcomes to the body, which is an 
added bonus. 
 By getting a pitcher of water and 
then adding strawberries and tan-
gerines, you are not only cooling 
down from the intense heat but you 
are adding a large dosage of vitamin 
C into your diet and significantly 
boosting your metabolism. 
 This drink is part of the clean eat-
ing diet, as both strawberries and 
tangerines are organic and help 
cleanse the body by ridding it of all 
the toxins that come with negative 
effects. 
 Another zero calorie drink that 
will help hydrate during the summer 
heat is an apple cinnamon infused 
drink. The drink can be served as 
either a hot or cold drink and does 
wonders for the body. 
 Cinnamon is widely recognized 
for boosting one’s metabolism. Cin-
namon can transform the body’s 
metabolic activity from fat making 
to fat-burning mode by increasing 
insulin sensitivity. 
 Each apple is loaded with 15 per 
cent of your daily-recommended 
fibre, which obstructs absorption 
of glucose in the bloodstream to 
help control blood glucose levels by 
slowing the absorption of dietary 
sugar intake.
 Put the two together and what is 
the result? A delicious and refresh-
ing drink that both hydrates and 
benefits the body. Once you’ve tast-
ed this apple pie inspired drink, you 
may never want to go back to regular 
water ever again! 
 Finally, a drink that is composed 
of slices of lemon, cucumber and 
an array of mint leaves has been 
deemed the ultimate detox drink. 
All three ingredients are good for 
hydrating and removing impurities 
from the body. The lemon-mint-cu-
cumber combination cleanses, aids 
in digestion and rehydrates.
 There are many ways you can get 
creative when naturally flavouring 
your water for the summer. Make 
sure you do your research and see 
which foods go better together and 
drink up! 
Four years ago, Thomas North was 
just an introverted journalism stu-
dent at Ryerson University, con-
tent with his surroundings. Now, he 
spends most of his time travelling 
Europe on his own. 
 “It certainly wasn’t something I 
ever saw myself doing,” North ad-
mitted, his voice still laced with 
shyness. 
 “I had always been content stay-
ing home and surrounding myself 
with the people I knew and was 
comfortable with. I think that trav-
elling on my own helped me discov-
er who I had been hiding for a long 
time.” 
 North is not the only lone traveler 
searching for a sense of self. Many 
young adults find an appeal in trav-
eling abroad. The reasons vary from 
studying abroad, moving to a new 
city or country or even the desire to 
be in a new environment. Whatever 
the reason, the experiences changed 
the lives of the traveler for the better. 
 After graduation, North had 
learned that he was accepted into 
the University of Southern Denmark 
to complete a nine-month journal-
ism program. At the realization that 
he would be travelling by himself 
and would not have his family or 
friends, North contemplated declin-
ing the offer.
 “The thought of being alone 
freaked me out. I had always lived 
at home and spent my university 
career commuting. I wasn’t sure I 
could handle being in a totally dif-
ferent country without that sense of 
familiarity,” North explained.
 However, North took some time 
to think about his decision and de-
cided that he had been too sheltered 
and that if he were going to work in 
the “real world,” he would have to 
take a few healthy risks. He was met 
with rewarding results. 
 North met many people who are 
now his lifelong friends, worked 
closely with his professor and ac-
quired knowledge about Denmark 
and its culture. North was able to 
enjoy himself when he stopped wor-
rying about fitting in and immersing 
himself into the culture. 
 “My biggest regret was that I 
spent about the first two weeks be-
ing terrified everyone would judge 
my accent or flat out not be able 
to understand me, when all along 
everyone was waiting to hear me 
speak,” North explained.
 “I think when I stopped worry-
ing about fitting into this new cul-
ture, that was when I realized that I 
would be okay in this foreign land.”
 Now, North has a hard time stay-
ing in one place. After he completed 
the program, North went back-
packing through Europe with some 
friends he met at school and did 
some freelance journalism. Now, 
though he is back in Toronto, North 
is planning a trip to France by him-
self. North claimed that if he had 
not travelled by himself, he would 
not have been as open as he is now.
 “My confidence is through the 
roof right now,” North said. 
 “I think that if I travelled with 
friends, I would be open, but not as 
much because I would still rely on 
them. I think that it’s important that 
you go away and allow yourself to 
grow.”
alanna fairey 
lifE EDitor 
Wash-free makeup 
Sarah ZoSchke 
CorD lifE
Travelling by yourself
Putting flavour 
into that water 
While most travel in groups, it could be refreshing and enlightening to take the trip by yourself. 
STePhanie TrUonG GrAPHiCS ArtiSt
The most important 
make-up tip is in re-
gards to foundation, as 
man often misapply it. 
MiTchell cheeSeMan GrAPHiCS ArtiSt
Adding taste without adding the calories
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From June 11-16, Toronto was trans-
formed into a smorgasbord of musi-
cians and venues. 
With North by North East 
(NXNE) now in its nineteenth year, 
could anyone expect any different? 
Featuring 1000 bands, 150 comedi-
ans, and 30 films, the options were 
overwhelming and numerous.
Headliners included The Nation-
al, Ludacris, Billy Talent, and Social 
Distortion whom all played in Yonge 
and Dundas Square. 
Honeyrunners @ The Silver 
Dollar
The Honeyrunner’s pride them-
selves on a sound that they describe 
as “Motown rock.” Their perfor-
mance on Wednesday June 12 at the 
Silver Dollar confirmed the accuracy 
of their claim.  
The smooth Motown-esqe vocals 
combined with a heavier sound cre-
ates a sound that you didn’t realize 
you needed in your life until you lis-
tened to it. 
As well their sound was a per-
fect mix of the guitar and drums- 
based sound of a rock band with the 
heavy bass and rhythmic guitars of a 
blues/funk band. 
The performance itself was 
strong, but nothing out of the ordi-
nary. It was plain that the band was 
talented but the band was so ab-
sorbed in their music that they failed 
to put on a grand performance as 
they stood around rocking out. The 
band was friendly and interactive 
with the audience.
Santiago x The Natural @ 
Crawford
Santiago x The Natural, a rap/R&B 
duo hailing from Chicago, are not 
the stereotypical gangster rap duo 
rapping about “bitches, money, and 
hoes.” Instead they are a continua-
tion of the recent “intelligent rap” 
movement.
 Their sound varies from song 
to song: they went from rapping 
over the background guitars of Jack 
White’s “Blue Orchid” to a more 
reggae, dancehall sound in other 
songs, most noticeably “Warrior.” 
The common element is charm-
ing vocals of Santiago, the excellent 
rhythm of The Natural and clever 
lyrics. 
 The venue was a bit of a disser-
vice to them. They played at the 
Crawford, but in the small down-
stairs basement with a small stage. 
It allowed for Santiago x The Natural 
to be extremely close to their audi-
ence, but there was little movement 
on stage. It was a little awkward 
to watch them shuffle around the 
stage, wondering if they were going 
to hit each other.
BABYSITTER @ The De-
tour Bar
Watching BABYSITTER perform 
was my first time at Kensington 
Market. I was freaked out walking 
down the empty, graffitied street at 
midnight only to stumble upon a 
glorified punk/metal show. We left 
after ten minutes.
 BABYSITTER sounds vastly dif-
ferent from performing live and on 
their album. Their album is full of 
heavy, distorted guitar, grungy wails 
and loud drums. Just from listening 
to their album, it becomes obvious 
that this band is actually good.
 Their performance takes all of 
these elements and amplifies them 
until they are just parodies of them-
selves. This does not lead to a good 
performance, but it was obvious that 
the absolute distortion of noise and 
sound was their intention. 
Comedy Acts @ The 
Measure
Despite each comedy set only last-
ing about 15 minutes each, Hip.
Bang!, Two Weird Ladies, and Brit-
ish Teeth all  made their own im-
pression with the smaller audience 
at The Measure on Thursday June 
13. 
 Hip.Bang! began their set with an 
announcement: all the material they 
were about to perform was com-
pletely improvised and has never 
before been performed anywhere 
ever. 
 When a group makes an an-
nouncement like that, they are ei-
ther going to be absolutely terrible 
or absolutely hilarious. Thankfully, 
they were decently funny. The Ca-
nadian duo seamlessly transitioned 
from one subject/skit to another 
with no communication between 
them. 
 Two Weird Ladies came running 
from the audience with a ukulele to 
serenade their “dying grandmother” 
with songs about how Nana won’t 
live forever and where she hid that 
damn will. They took the most pre-
tentious or ridiculous parts of soci-
ety and lampooned it to a parody of 
the parody.
 British Teeth was the most con-
ventional act of the three if not only 
for the fact they were the only ones 
to put on the stereotypical comedy 
performance most people associate 
with as a comedy act. The skits were 
rehearsed and they used little to no 
props but the result was hilarious. 
They were easily the funniest of the 
three acts. The audience was laugh-
ing and cheering as loud as they 
could. The best skit was the Star-
bucks skit, where they put on their 
best Canadian accents and tried 
to figure out what the hell “venti” 
means. 
DIANA @ The Legendary 
Horseshoe Tavern
DIANA sounds exactly like if ‘90s 
R&B and the vocals of Emily Haines, 
of Metric, joined forces and created 
a super group. 
 Though they began with some 
technical difficulties, the perfor-
mance was one of the best that 
week. Lead singer Carmen Elle’s 
vocals are haunting as she fights to 
be heard over the over-powering 
synth-rock electro-noise of the rest 
of the band.
 DIANA was named one of NX-
ME’s Top Ten New Bands and it’s 
easy to see why. The band played to 
the large audience at the Horseshoe 
like they’ve been up on a stage all 
their lives. 
The National @ Yonge and 
Dundas Square 
Brooklyn-based indie veterans, The 
National, took the main stage at 
NXNE by storm to a massive crowd 
of young and old. Fans of the band 
were greeted with a performance 
of a variety of songs from many of 
their albums, including 2007’s Boxer 
and their most recent effort, Trouble 
Will Find Me. 
 The National is an acquired taste, 
both on record and live, but their 
sound — once acquired — is riv-
eting. Vocalist Matt Berninger’s 
baritone voice sounded flawless 
and at times better and more ener-
getic than what is on The National’s 
albums. 
 With raw intensity in his voice, 
Berninger clearly expressed how 
much he loves performing live dur-
ing the hour and half long set, es-
pecially when he took his perfor-
mance to the crowd by singing with 
his fans. The show ended on a high 
note with an all-acoustic version of 
“Vanderlyle Crybaby Geeks,” that 
was sung by almost everyone in the 
crowd. 
—With files from Justin Smirlies
Arts Editor Cristina Almudevar and Photography Manager Heather Davidson braved the hectic week to 
review the best and the worst of NXNE 
NXNE: Smorgasboard of sound
L-R: British Teeth, Santiago x The Natural, BABYSITTER, Yonge-Dundas Square, Honeyrunners. Want more NXNE? Go to thecord.ca. 
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What do you get when you mix Con-
temporary Art Forum Kitchener and 
Area (CAFKA) and the well-known 
Walper Hotel in downtown Kitch-
ener? You get a provocative display 
of local art throughout a wickedly 
interesting hotel. 
Running from May 3 to August 
11, the historic Walper Hotel located 
in downtown Kitchener is playing 
host to CAFKA’s art extravaganza. 
For those of you who are unfamiliar 
with CAFKA it is an artist-run orga-
nization that produces a regular in-
ternational exhibition of art projects 
in public spaces throughout the Re-
gion of Waterloo. 
The exhibition featured in the 
Walper hotel consists of sculptural 
involvement, photography, anima-
tion, sound installations and mixed 
media installations. The works of 
art presented throughout are used to 
engage the Walper’s guests and ani-
mate the life and history of this busy 
urban hotel. They use the hotel’s 
lobbies, rooms and hallways to dis-
play the various works of local art. 
As you walk into the main lobby, 
you are greeted with the fi rst piece 
of artwork – technically video work 
– created by Laura De Decker. It is a 
video display of fl ashing dots of all 
different colours. The effect is al-
most hypnotizing and really kicks 
off the exhibit with a bang. 
As you venture further into the 
hotel, some more great pieces start 
to show themselves. Strategically 
posted throughout the second, third 
and fi fth fl oors is The Hive and The 
Host by Stephanie Vegh which de-
picts honeybees disappearing into 
the corners and crevasses of the ho-
tel itself.   Their unpredictable and 
sporadic movement from public 
space to discrete corridors on the 
upper fl oors really makes this piece 
interactive and explorative. 
Perhaps the most creative piece in 
the exhibit is “decoy” by Janet Mor-
ton. Suspended in the middle of the 
Eleanor Roosevelt terrace on the 
third fl oor is an inverted tree, which 
has been covered in thousands of 
small glass mirrors. It looks like 
the tree version of a ‘70s disco ball. 
Small fl ares of refl ected light shim-
mer into the surrounding rooms 
giving it a very universal feel. This 
was easily one of the strongest piec-
es and one of the most interactive. 
As you wrap up your tour of the 
exhibit on the fi fth fl oor, you can’t 
help but be startled by Daniel Ol-
son’s The Mad Hatter. Standing at 
around 5’9 is the life size portrait of 
a Charlie Chaplin lookalike painted 
on banner paper. Although startling 
at fi rst, the painting is actually quite 
impressive with impeccable detail 
and life-like features. In addition, 
at a certain angle and with the right 
light, the painting almost gives off 
a 3D effect that can really spook an 
unaware guest. 
All in all, CAFKA’s Walper Hotel 
exhibit displays the perfect inte-
gration of contemporary art into a 
public space. Even though I am not 
a frequent art afi cionado, I truly had 
an enjoyable time roaming through 
the hotel curious as to what hidden 
gem I would fi nd next. It is visibly 
clear that all the artists involved in 
this exhibit put serious time and ef-
fort into their respective projects. 
Viewing them as a whole really 
made for a true local art experience. 
The art exhibit is located at the 
Walper Hotel at 20 Queen Street 
South. 
The Rap Perspective
Ever since Kanye West’s May 1 tweet 
announcing the date of his sixth 
solo studio album, fans and crit-
ics alike knew that this was going to 
be a different type of Kanye album, 
one that would refl ect his rise to rap 
godliness, hence the title, Yeezus.  
 Even though Yeezus marks a sonic 
departure from West’s usual sym-
phonic instrumentation, the themes 
of social status, consumerism and 
of course racial issues are still very 
present. 
 This album also depicts some of 
Kanye’s most provocative lyrics so 
far, displaying a masterpiece mix of 
awareness, ignorant wit and classic 
cocky confi dence.
 The production is equally aggres-
sive and verbose. The album is fi lled 
from top to bottom with thundering 
drums, which quickly show up then 
disappear and strange warped sam-
ples sprinkled throughout the ten-
track LP. 
 As a big Kanye fan, it is easy to 
see that this is his least musical 
project, trading the warm sounds 
of College Dropout and synth-pop 
beats of Graduation for more intense 
and repetition-driven rhythms and 
sounds. There is no doubt that this 
is a Kanye we haven’t totally seen 
before. 
 Some standout tracks include the 
center piece entitled “I Am a God” 
in which Kanye proves how much he 
embodies rap godliness and Jesus-
like qualities. 
 He maintains a similar tone with 
“Blood on the Leaves” which is a 
menacing ballad that fi nds Kanye 
fl exing his sometimes forgotten 
rapid-fi re rap skills one second and 
singing an ‘80s-esque regretful cho-
rus the next. 
 However, my personal favorite is 
the more upbeat “I’m In It” which 
features a very soca-reggae-patwa 
induced vibe that is sure to kill the 
clubs—Phil’s included.
 With Yeezus clocking in at a fairly 
short 40 minutes, Kanye achieves 
his goal of creating a stripped-
down, simple project that still packs 
a punch. There’s nothing extra or 
out of place on this album. More 
importantly, Kanye makes it very 
clear that he’s still got a lot to say, 
and a lot of new ways of saying it.
-Scott Glaysher 
The Rock Perspective
Having been a casual listener of 
Kanye West’s previous albums, most 
notably My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fan-
tasy, I was completely unprepared 
for Yeezus. 
 While rumours had gone around 
that Yeezus would be a complete de-
parture from any of his other works, 
Yeezus is the angry, bastard son that 
no one knew would suddenly reap-
pear. There is an obvious matura-
tion from The College Dropout to My 
Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy but Ye-
ezus cranks this evolution up to the 
fastest speed.
 Though a predominantly elec-
tronic-based album, there are still 
rock infl uences sprinkled through-
out. The opening of “Black Skin-
head” sounds extremely similar to 
Marilyn Manson’s “The Beautiful 
People,” though differing sources 
have been confi rming and denying 
this fact.   
 “I Am A God” may be one of the 
more controversial songs on the 
albums if not for the title alone, it 
becomes virtually unlistenable af-
ter one or two rotations through the 
album. West lays down the same 
tinny beat for the entire song then 
pairs it with auto-tuned screeches. 
The last twenty seconds are the best 
as he ventures into a darker, more 
rhythmic beat. 
  One of the best songs would have 
to be “Bound 2,” as West raps over 
a high pitched female, or at least 
heavily auto-tuned, vocal back-
ground repeatedly singing “bound 
to fall in love,” which compliments 
the rough, angry and direct rapping 
of West. 
 It creates a strange juxtaposition 
as the female vocals sound inno-
cent and West raps such lyrics as, 
“She asked me what I wished for on 
the wishlist/Have you ever asked 
your bitch for other bitches?” So 
romantic.
 This album is ugly and minimal-
istic, but if you give it a chance it will 
grow on you and quickly overtake 
your life.
-Cristina Almudevar 
The Folk Perspective
As a loyal fan of folk, Kanye West is 
little more to me then the guy who 
interrupted Taylor Swift at an award 
show once. Although I am not one 
to advocate adamantly against put-
ting Taylor in the corner, it was still 
a cold move.  Perhaps this is why I 
thought so little of his latest album 
Yeezus, but there are many other 
factors that could have infl uenced 
my opinion as well. 
 The beat throughout the whole 
fi rst half of the album sounded like 
a skipping CD: fl at and repetitive. 
There was no pick up, nor was there 
a drop to keep me engaged. I feel 
that any good song should work like 
a good story with a rise and fall in 
the melody similar to that in a plot, 
although he did manage to shock 
with his daring combination of 
sounds at times. 
 Some would say that his selection 
was eclectic as he mixed old with 
new and borrowed from different 
cultures, but I will always choose 
fresh and organic over used and re-
cycled. I am slightly biased in this 
way for a mixing board achieves in-
novation differently than an instru-
ment does, but I think the same can 
be said for his tired lyrics. It amazes 
me that there are any more rhymes 
to be made about money, sex and 
over infl ated ego, but Kanye kept 
them coming all the same. It was 
everything I expected, and I couldn’t 
have been happier to return to my 
banjos and harmonicas. 
-Colleen Connolly 
Three perspectives, one record
What happens when a devoted rap, rock and folk fan all review Kanye West’s “Yeezus”? Cord Arts fi nds out 
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Protect the wind turbines
marissa evans 
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It’s not about having the 
money or the knowledge. 
It’s about making con-
scious decisions through-
out your day and taking the 
time to care about some-
thing a little bit bigger than 
yourself.  
Kate turner VISuAl DIRECTOR
Our generation is no stranger to climate 
change.
 We have grown up hearing about the 
growing hole in the ozone layer, the 
melting icebergs, the smog that blankets 
our cities, and the filth feeding into our 
oceans. 
 In recent years, we have seen the push 
for alternative energy sources in re-
sponse to these issues. We have seen the 
development of renewable energy tech-
nology such as solar panels, wind tur-
bines, and hybrid vehicles. But these are 
far from integrated in our communities. 
 I recently took a course on environ-
mental ethics, and this is how the con-
tention around wind turbines (yes, 
there is contention) first came to my 
attention. 
 I’m not someone who is super envi-
ronmentally conscience or who follows 
the developments in environmental 
technologies. But taking the course did 
prompt me to feel very strongly about 
the subject of wind turbines.
 For the course, we watched a film 
called The Age of Stupid. It featured a 
man who was pushing wind farms in 
Europe, hoping to help communities re-
duce their carbon footprint. But many 
people protest them — passionately I 
might add — to ensure they are never 
built. 
 According to the film, the main rea-
son people oppose wind farms is be-
cause it will ruin their picturesque view, 
which they want to preserve for their 
grandchildren. 
 Perhaps this film is a little biased; af-
ter all, its purpose is to prove that we 
have the means of stopping climate 
change, but choose not to and allow it to 
worsen. But its message is true: we have 
the technology that could significantly 
decrease our carbon footprint as a spe-
cies, but we are hardly taking advantage 
of it.
 The reasons people have for opposing 
wind farms don’t get much better from 
here. 
 One problem is that wind doesn’t 
blow consistently, making it an 
unreliable energy source. I argue that 
some renewable energy is better than 
none. 
 The blades can be hazardous to ani-
mals, especially birds. But if we con-
tinue on our current path of polluting 
the environment then all species are go-
ing to have bigger problems in the future 
than some turbine blades. 
 Turbines also create a sound that av-
erages around 60 decibels, so it can be a 
nuisance if it’s too close to your house. 
But so are train tracks and busy roads.  
As for the complaint that the view will 
be ruined; if you continue to protest 
renewable energy technologies there 
won’t be a picturesque view for future 
generations to enjoy at all. 
 Yes, turbines may be an inconve-
nience, even a nuisance. But as a species 
we need to start looking at the bigger 
picture. 
 As university students, it is difficult 
for us to feel moved by this call for re-
newable technologies. These solutions 
are expensive; we’re not about to buy a 
hybrid car or install solar panels on our 
rented house. But one day we might be 
able to, and maybe we should be starting 
to make a habit of choosing better op-
tions now. 
 Invest in a bike and take the extra 
time to travel to places. Don’t drink out 
of plastic water bottles, especially when 
you go camping, go out and buy larg-
er jugs of water and fill up your metal 
bottles. 
 Use a clothesline. Encourage your 
parents to not care so much about their 
lawn. 
 Buy more food locally and take the 
time to go into St. Jacob’s. 
 It’s not about having the money or the 
knowledge. It’s about making conscious 
decisions throughout your day and tak-
ing the time to care about something a 
little bit bigger than yourself, even if it 
might occasionally be a nuisance. 
While there is a lot of opposition, especially due to its look, wind 
turbines are still a better option than other sources of energy 
7 a.m. classes 
signal space crisis
The school of business and economics (SBE) at Wil-
frid Laurier University is going to be torturing their 
first-year students with 7 a.m. classes this September, 
and it could’ve been worse if some students chose the 
potential Saturday option. 
Yes, you read that right. Some students will have 7 
a.m. classes. And some of them could’ve possibly had 
Saturday classes, too. That would be outright absurd. 
Saturday classes could limit the ability for a stu-
dent to go home for a weekend or even make their 
schedule, especially if they have a part-time job, more 
unfeasible. 
It’s no secret that students’ brains don’t start func-
tioning until at least 10 a.m., and the idea of a student 
waking up at 6:55 a.m. at the latest to attend a class is 
unfathomable. So why put them through such pain? 
While the SBE faculty isn’t fond of the idea them-
selves, they have to commit this necessary evil for 
at least one year to move the first required account-
ing course from second to first-year. They stress that 
there was no other way. 
Space is extremely limited on campus and this is 
another explicit reminder that Laurier’s enrolment is 
outpacing its physical growth. There could’ve been a 
better way to get these students in a different class-
room at a time other than 7 a.m. How about more 
classes in the evening instead or how about using ex-
tra university rooms that aren’t classrooms?
This is also a glaring indication that Laurier has to 
start thinking about short-term space options for stu-
dents. It also can’t rely on the Global Innovation Ex-
change (GIE) building once it comes in 2015, as that’s 
way too late. 
Regardless, these students are stuck with a dreaded 
7 a.m. class, earlier than any other class they’ve ever 
had before. As a result, the SBE faculty must be lenient 
on attendance records – they’d be lucky to get even a 
quarter of the class to show up – and must have mate-
rials online to help a student if they missed a class. 
In the most preferred setting, the class should act 
like it is half “online” so students can still get a decent 
grade if they don’t show up regularly. The professors 
should also hold extra office hours during the day so 
students can seek more assistance. 
So don’t take attendance for this 7 a.m. class, and 
most certainly don’t get upset if students don’t show 
up. Because we all know most of them probably won’t. 
Slow down for a 
second and relax 
If you’re a typical university student — unless you’re 
reading this on campus during the summer months, 
otherwise you’re not — you’ve probably gone home for 
the summer, picked up a part-time job that gives you 
minimal hours a week and mostly sat around and have 
done nothing. 
But don’t worry, that’s okay. Although we would en-
courage some form of activity. 
While almost 90 per cent of students will be stress-
ing out for most of the school year, make sure you actu-
ally take the time to relax this summer. Get out and do 
something. Be active. Read a book. Even if you’re one 
of the few that’s working full-time, put some time aside 
for yourself. 
With unemployment statistics increasing for young 
people and more discussion about the valuableness 
of a university degree, students have a lot to think and 
stress about, and that can sometimes hit during the 
summer months, or all year if you think about it. 
Relax. You don’t have to figure out everything at 
once. So for the sake of your own sanity and well-be-
ing, please, take some time for yourself to recuperate. 
You’ll only thank yourself once September comes. 
Once September hits though, get back to work. 
Seriously. 
The personal lives of politicians 
have always been fascinating to 
the public, especially the public to 
which that politician serves.  In light 
of the recent case of Rob Ford, the 
issue of whether the private lives 
of politicians matter is again in the 
spotlight. 
Some of the most well-known 
leaders in history, perhaps most no-
tably past Presidents John F Kenne-
dy and Bill Clinton, have had tumul-
tuous personal lives and successful 
political careers. Clinton’s populari-
ty has actually increased in the years 
after his impeachment. 
There is no question there are 
moral concerns with both of these 
men, but should it have impacted 
their political careers? Should May-
or Ford’s personal life dictate his 
success as a political figure? Many it 
seems say yes. Personal misgivings, 
questions of morality, extramarital 
affairs, and other scandals almost 
universally mean the end of a politi-
cal career. 
Moreover, politics typically is less 
important than the scandal. When 
Bill Clinton was impeached it was 
not for a political reason or an abuse 
of power, but for an extramarital af-
fair with an intern. Almost anyone 
would agree that Clinton’s extra-
marital affair was less damaging 
and less morally ambiguous than 
Bush’s unilateral invasion of Iraq on 
false pretenses.   
However, abuses of power and 
political mistakes, no matter how 
costly, are less of a threat to a po-
litical career than personal, moral 
misjudgments. 
Going to war is less career threat-
ening than an affair. That is just the 
kind of world we live in. 
Now, back to Mayor Ford. I am 
not his biggest fan, but I am also not 
his biggest critic. 
He has done some positive things 
for the city of Toronto.  The city did 
come out with a surplus recently, he 
has tightened spending and avoided 
several potential labour relations 
disasters.  
Basically, if you take away his 
poor media relations and question-
able moral fibre, he has been an ad-
equate mayor.  
But what if these cocaine allega-
tions are true? Does this make him 
a worse mayor? In no way do I con-
done substance abuse, especially 
while holding public office.  
It is a serious issue personally for 
Ford and in addition, he has broken 
the public trust.  The real question 
I am asking is whether you would 
rather have an awful mayor who is 
a great person and morally sound, 
or an occasional drug user who is 
an average mayor?  It is not an easy 
question to answer, but one that of-
ten goes unasked. Another aspect is 
the legality of the scandals. Nothing 
Clinton did was overtly illegal until 
he lied. 
But the original act, however im-
moral, was likely within the law. It 
is certainly a slippery slope when 
we start measuring morals. In the 
end, what earned Clinton public 
forgiveness was Hilary’s apparent 
forgiveness and a genuine public af-
fection for the individual. 
Ford has neither a lovable per-
sonality nor the oratory skills of Bill 
Clinton. But he could still make an 
apology.
 So even if I can’t decide whether 
personal lives of politicians matter, 
it does seem that the act’s morality 
typically has more to do with it than 
the legality. And mostly, it has to do 
with the PR campaign following a 
scandal. 
It seems to me like somewhat of 
a game with four variables at play 
which have to balance each other 
out. The variables at play are le-
gality, morality, the apology, and 
popularity. 
The more variables in your favour, 
the better. 
Clinton was popular, the act itself 
wasn’t illegal, he eventually made 
a good apology, and the only thing 
going against him was the moral 
aspect of it all. Sometimes one vari-
able can be enough if the transgres-
sion is serious enough. 
American presidential candidate 
John Edwards had some great ideas, 
stood up for the middle class, and 
had a bright political future. But, 
he impregnated his mistress as his 
wife died of cancer and then tried to 
cover it up. There is no coming back 
from that and thus the moral factor 
is enough.
Rob Ford’s act was illegal and 
also immoral because he holds pub-
lic office. He has yet to come clean 
and does not have the popularity to 
survive on public support alone.  So 
if the truth ever does come out and 
Ford is really a drug user, none of 
the variables point to a positive con-
clusion to this story.  
I would like to think it could get 
a whole lot worse than Ford, politi-
cally speaking, but unfortunately for 
him, many other public figures, and 
ultimately us, politics are often sec-
ondary to scandal.
Let’s not be so hasty in jumping 
on the scandal bandwagon. Let’s not 
be shortsighted and vengeful but 
think to the future and the conse-
quences of scandal. 
Yes, maybe it was morally  right 
to impeach Clinton and give repub-
licans momentum going into the 
2000 election. 
But as I recall his successor wasn’t 
such a hit himself.
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The overshadowing nature of a scandal
lena yang grAphicS ArtiSt
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I love to sweat! A good sweat for me 
means I’ve worked my body well. 
Unfortunately, I don’t sweat as much 
as I would like or need.  I often hear 
myself saying, “I’ve got to get back 
on track” with exercise and nutri-
tion. Then frustration kicks in and 
I think, “why can’t I just stay on 
track?” 
 I frequently fall off the exercise 
wagon despite knowing and expe-
riencing its unequivocal physical 
and mental health benefits. Regu-
lar exercise reduces muscle tension 
so you feel less uptight; it increases 
oxygen in the blood and brain so you 
can concentrate and increases en-
dorphins, which improve your sense 
of well-being. It also helps release 
pent up frustrations and helps your 
body metabolize adrenaline and 
thyroxin more quickly so you’re not 
in a constant state of vigilance. 
It reduces insomnia, increases 
self-esteem and memory and gives 
you a greater sense of control over 
stress. Physical activity prevents 
and reduces symptoms of depres-
sion and anxiety.  
Despite all these great benefits, 
most of us still struggle to make and 
keep exercise a habit.  It’s easy to 
fall back into sedentary existence 
whenever our daily routine chang-
es and when we let thoughts like “I 
don’t have enough time” and “I feel 
too tired” prevent us from exercis-
ing. The hidden meaning of those 
thoughts is “exercise is not a prior-
ity” and they ignore the fact that we 
can exercise in spite of feeling tired 
and we don’t even have to leave the 
comfort of our home. Get online, 
there’s a myriad of free at-home 
workouts to choose from. 
The key is to making exercise a 
habit is to constantly re-commit 
to the process and re-commit to 
the physical and mental benefits 
of exercise every time we fall out of 
habit. It becomes easier once you 
get past the initial inertia. Try to 
calm the self-blame and discour-
agement as this may decrease your 
ability to maintain the effort. We all 
experience problems when making 
change. Lapses are normal and part 
of the process. It’s important to start 
slow as not to prematurely give up 
on the idea of exercise. Set realistic 
goals for time and frequency. 
For optimal benefits to your men-
tal health, Smith (2006) recom-
mends 2.5 to 7.5 hours of moderate 
physical exercise a week. However, 
any exercise is better than none and 
short bouts add up! Give yourself a 
month of committing to your pro-
gram despite aches and pains. By 
the end of that month you may no-
tice some of the benefits mentioned 
above and this can be self-motivat-
ing for the next month. 
You can also keep a record of your 
exercise as this will help you to see 
improvement in strength and stam-
ina. Noting excuses for not exercis-
ing can bring into awareness sabo-
taging self-talk that you can work 
through by identifying positive rea-
sons for exercise the next time ex-
cuses creep in. 
In addition, discomfort and lack 
of motivation are to be expected. 
Exercise is about the process, not 
just the product. See if you can 
find an activity that you enjoy and 
your resistance will be more easily 
managed. 
Remember: exercise for mood 
management includes getting back 
on track once the routine is broken, 
setting realistic and small goals, 
planning your exercise and making 
it part of your day, and identifying 
and modifying the negative thinking 
that gets in your way. 
Sam Katerji works at Wilfrid  Laurier 
University’s counselling services 
lettters@thecord.ca 
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The key to making ex-
ercise a habit is to con-
stantly re-commit to the 
process and re-commit 
to the physical and men-
tal benefits of exercise 
every time we fall out of 
habit. 
Talking mental health: Be active 
Re: St. Paddy’s a ‘recipe 
for larger problems’ 
After reading ‘A recipe for larger 
problems’ I felt thoroughly disap-
pointed by the negative tone of the 
article. 
 Nothing of the likes of a riot hap-
pened because the majority of peo-
ple were simply enjoying the day. 
Rather than congratulating students 
for positive behaviour, Dietrich at-
tributes it to luck. Doing so dismiss-
es the efforts of the students and 
WRPS for ensuring the day was safe.  
 You cannot take an isolated ex-
ample (the London riots) and apply 
it to all students everywhere.
– Keelin Pringnitz
Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 250 words. In-
clude your full name and telephone num-
ber. Letters must be received by 12:00 
p.m. noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca. The Cord reserves the right to 
edit for length and clarity or to reject any 
letter.
Letters to 
the Editor
Let’s not be so hasty in 
jumping on the scandal 
bandwagon. Let’s not 
be shortsighted and 
vengeful but think to the 
future and the conse-
quences of scandal. 
With the recent controversy imploding in rob Ford’s office, can we separate the scandal from the politics?
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Go ditch that Abercrombie & Fitch
Time for a dirty little secret: I’ve 
never exercised my right to free 
speech by protesting.
Don’t get me wrong, I’ve had my 
chances—I just can’t seem to be-
come impassioned or informed 
enough to leave my house for many 
reasons other than to eat or to earn 
a degree.
Most of my chances, in fact, have 
presented themselves right here at 
Laurier, and I have stood idly by and 
watched as my more politically-
enflamed classmates have rallied 
against injustices like unfavourable 
politicians and Marineland. 
I’m not against these causes per 
say, and have no reason to avoid 
them. 
Moreover, I like to think of myself 
as someone who, if filled with fiery 
injustice at the decrepit state of an 
institution, would at least be will-
ing to try to share a meme explain-
ing my rage on Facebook (but no 
guarantees).
Then, because I’ve begun check-
ing CBC more while I glide through 
summer on the winged, feathered 
back of an office job, I’ve learned 
more about the protests occurring 
in Turkey. 
In late May of this year, what 
started in Gezi Park, part of Instan-
bul’s Taksim Square, as a peaceful 
sit-in protesting the reconstruction 
of the park took a violent turn when 
police ‘cracked down’ and launched 
tear gas at unarmed protesters.  
 This probably ridiculous overuse 
of force resulted in protests spread-
ing across the country, with thou-
sands crying out against Turkey’s 
PM Recep Tayyip Erdogan, claiming 
he’s got a few undesirable ‘authori-
tarian tendencies’. 
These tendencies even led him to 
arrest protesters for the unaccept-
able, riotous behavior of standing 
completely still for hours on end.
This made me think. First, about 
what participating in an aggressive, 
mob-like, police-brutality-suit-bo-
nanza would actually be like.
An experience I can guess 
wouldn’t be pleasant, judging by the 
naively militant but genuinely poi-
gnant pictures of dirty young people 
fighting pepper spray in Gezi park 
that have appeared on the web for 
the last few weeks. 
I’ve also tried hard to think about 
myself in the context of fighting for 
political rights, even in the face of as 
harsh and powerful an obstacle as a 
narcissistic government that fails to 
respect the rights of its citizens, val-
ues brutality over democratic prac-
tice and just really needs that 110th 
shopping mall.
I tried. 
In the midst of all this, I have 
come to terms with the fact that 
I don’t protest, and I’m deluding 
myself by identifying as politically 
active. 
I may occasionally get flustered 
at something someone ignorantly 
claims online, but I couldn’t name 
10 local rallies that occurred in the 
last ten years to save my life and I 
would look terrible in a Guy Fawkes 
mask (an issue that’s been solved 
for me, now that wearing a mask at 
a ‘riot’ comes with a 10 year prison 
sentence—thanks Government!). 
I am, by all accounts, just as po-
litically lazy as the Tumblr addicts 
I so loathe that made ‘Kony 2012’ a 
thing.
And I’ve learned that I shouldn’t 
be OK with that. 
While I doubt Canada is going to 
experience a ‘Canadian Spring’ any 
time soon, that doesn’t mean it’s not 
a decently good, uniquely human 
thing to do to stand up to faulty au-
thority and for social injustice, how-
ever they may reveal themselves in 
my general vicinity. 
Chances are we’d all passively 
complain less about the government 
if we all commit to actively com-
plaining a little more. 
And hoisting a picket sign occa-
sionally could do wonders for the 
flab lining my arms. 
 I dare say we wouldn’t have got-
ten this far as the proud, capable, 
hairless mammals that we are with-
out some will to fight for our right to 
free speech and fair government. 
And that shouldn’t be a secret; 
even less so a dirty one. 
letters@thecord.ca
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A protestor from Germany holds a sign in support of Gezi protests.
FLICkr CrEATIvE COMMONS
I’m sure at some point or another we 
have all been in a mall where an Ab-
ercrombie& Fitch store is located; 
they bombard our senses with the 
overwhelming scent of the axe-like 
substance they spray and the greeter 
gods they have located just inside 
the door, all to attract customers.  
 It’s a brand that as young people 
some of us dreamed of  owning so 
that we could be like the popular 
kids who seemed to sport either that 
or a Hollister or American Eagle 
logo on their shirt on a daily basis. 
 It seemed like a pattern that the 
people who weren’t really cool just 
didn’t wear those brands; we either 
couldn’t afford it, or our parents 
didn’t see the point in spending 25 
dollars on a t-shirt. I can tell you 
now that I am glad I don’t have any-
thing that supports this company. 
Mike Jeffries, CEO of Abercrom-
bie& Fitch, has been making head-
lines recently, but not for what a 
high powered fashion executive 
would want to be in the news for.  
Like I said before, it was really only 
the cool kids in my high school or 
elementary school who got to wear 
anything from the pricy store.
 It wasn’t just the uncool kids who 
didn’t wear the stuff, people who 
were slightly overweight couldn’t 
wear it either. And it seems that is 
the way that Mike Jeffries likes it:
“That’s why we hire good-looking 
people in our stores. Because good-
looking people attract other good-
looking people, and we want to 
market to cool, good-looking peo-
ple,” he said. 
Jeffries’ company, while not the 
only store who markets to the seem-
ingly cool crowd, seems to be the 
only one that prides itself on being 
purposefully exclusionary, and ad-
hering quite strictly to vanity sizing, 
even going so far as to not include 
anything above a large for his wom-
en’s clothing. 
Men’s sizes may go up to an XXL, 
but he does not want any women 
over a size 10 (and that’s a generous 
term) shopping in his stores. 
Anyone who is less than physi-
cally perfect, or is not the image 
of “whiteness” according to Jef-
fries, are not welcome in his store. 
In 2009, a former employee with a 
prosthetic arm filed a lawsuit claim-
ing that the manager forced her to 
work in the back room because she 
did not fit the image standards.
 The same went for Hispanic, 
Black, and Asian employees in 
2004, who filed a lawsuit against the 
company. 
The company had to bring in 
diversity recruiters and make the 
advertisements and catalogues 
more culturally diverse.
Abercrombie& Fitch even went 
so far as to start selling thongs 
for little girls with things such as 
“wink wink” and “eye candy” print-
ed on them a few years back. This 
of course came after they decided 
to show young girls wearing little 
clothing in sexually aggressive pos-
es in advertisements. 
And what did Mike Jeffries do? 
He criticized the people who were 
complaining about these new prod-
ucts and advertisements, basically 
calling them a bunch of prudes who, 
if they don’t want their kids be-
ing over-sexualized, shouldn’t let 
their kids hang out with “old pervs;” 
to top it off, he called these thongs 
“cute.”
I can almost guarantee that if that 
man had a daughter, he wouldn’t 
be taking the same approach to the 
problem.
Abercrombie is one of those 
brands that have been around for 
a long time.  Sure, every company 
has it’s little quirks that makes them 
unique, and those same quirks may 
even get them into trouble, but at 
this point I think that Abercrombie 
has gone so far past the point of ac-
ceptable slip ups that the best thing 
to do would either be to close down 
their stores or do a total rebranding 
of the company’s image and product 
catalogue.  
I’d even go so far as to say that 
they need to find a way of ousting 
Mike Jeffries, but that will never 
happen. He’s turning a formerly be-
loved brand into this monstrosity of 
a thing that is sparking more out-
rage than business. 
It’s time for Abercrombie to shut 
its doors and take some time to 
think about what it (or its CEO) has 
done. 
letters@thecord.ca 
It’s time for Abercrom-
bie to shut its doors and 
take some time to think 
about what it (or its 
CEO) has done. 
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The recent comments made by CEO Mike Jeffries is the final straw. Avoid buying from his clothing line.
FLICkr CrEATIvE COMMONS 
I’m impartial and I’m mostly not proud 
Opinion Columnist Jessi Wood discusses the need for people to get involved in social injustice issues
Sports Editor
Shelby Blackley 
sblackley@thecord.caSPORTS
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Laurier’s athletic therapy room in the athletic complex features rehab and therapeutic equipment. Bottom left: AT Jamie Carlson.
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Factors a ect healing for athletes
A combined nine recruits have com-
mitted to Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity’s basketball program, with six 
joining the men’s side and three 
signing with the women’s team. 
 Both recruiting classes focus on 
mending the problems from last 
season, which led to an early Ontar-
io University Athletics (OUA) quar-
terfi nal exit for Laurier’s two basket-
ball teams.  
 On the men’s side, head coach 
Peter Campbell is looking to bring 
a bit more versatility to the team’s 
shooting abilities as well as more 
athleticism. This year’s recruiting 
class includes locals Jack Simmons 
and Vlad Matovic, James Agyeman, 
Vancouver native Christian Mair, 
Simon Polan-Couillard and Owen 
Coulthard, younger brother of cur-
rent men’s basketball player Will 
Coulthard.
 According to Campbell, Agye-
man will be a good player to help 
out the elder Coulthard on the court, 
possibly moving him out to the wing 
to set him up for shots. The younger 
Coulthard will be like the current 
style of Laurier players, but will add 
more depth in certain positions.
 During the offseason, as the play-
ers go through training and work-
outs, Campbell’s main priority is 
mending the tattered defence. 
 “Obviously we’ve got to get bet-
ter defensively, but that’s more of 
a coaching situation and a focus in 
practice. We’ve really got to get our 
guys focused on that,” he said.
 With every player from last 
year’s roster returning, Campbell 
mentioned that there would some 
competitiveness for positions. 
Aside from notable names such as 
Coulthard, Max Allin, Matt Chesson 
and Jamaar Forde, who all contrib-
uted heavily to the program in the 
last year, many spots are open. 
 “September’s going to be re-
ally competitive,” Campbell said. “I 
think there’s going to be a lot of guys 
fi ghting for spots. And that’s posi-
tive for the program.” 
 “This is the basic story we tell 
them. You can’t come back and be 
the same player you were in March. 
You now know what it takes to be a 
university basketball player at a high 
level.”
 Women’s basketball only signed 
three new players, but according to 
head coach Paul Falco, they will add 
something new to an already expe-
rienced roster. 
 “I think that’s the thing we have 
to realize,” Falco said. “We have a 
pretty veteran roster already coming 
back. We have eleven girls return-
ing. A lot of them are in their fourth 
year. These girls come in with the 
chance to learn from the other girls 
and fi ll the hole left by the graduat-
ing players.” 
 Hamilton native Nicole Mor-
rison, and Jean Vanier graduates 
Sarah Dillon and Alexandra Spadaro 
have joined the Laurier team for the 
upcoming year. All three recruits 
played together last year on the 
Hamilton Foxtrotters.
 With the depth of the three re-
cruits, Falco sees no problem fi lling 
the holes left by graduates Amber 
Hillis and Alena Luciani. In fact, ac-
cording to Falco, Morrison could be 
an exact replacement for the point 
guard position Hillis left open.
 “Funny thing about [Morrison], 
she’s actually from the same high 
school as Amber Hillis,” Falco said. 
“That’s going to pass on the torch. 
She’ll probably take over Amber’s 
locker and she’ll be all set because 
she’s a point guard as well.
 “I wouldn’t be surprised if she 
wore Amber’s jersey, number fi ve, as 
well,” he laughed. 
 Falco’s main focus in the offsea-
son is the opposite of Campbell’s. 
While the men’s team is looking to-
ward strengthening their defence, 
the women’s team is looking toward 
improving their offensive output. 
 “We want to maintain our defence 
and our rebounding ability, they 
were pretty solid last season, but we 
need to fi nd ways to improve our of-
fence,” Falco said. 
 Both teams have a long offseason 
before they begin the regular season 
on Nov. 1, when they host the Algo-
ma Thunderbirds. 
—cover
stuff.”
 Athlete therapy is, mainly, to-
tal athlete care. The therapist can 
take care of anything from a minor 
ankle sprain during a soccer game 
to a major hip injury in a football 
game. The therapist must be ready 
to handle the injury on the fi eld 
immediately.
 “We’re a mish-mash of a trainer, 
ambulance attendant, physiologist, 
nutritionist; we’re all kind of pack-
aged up into one ball,” Carlson said. 
 Because of the various natures 
of athletic injuries, protocol can 
change from case to case, depend-
ing on whether the injury is acute or 
chronic. However, there is a main 
process every athletic therapist fol-
lows when they are called onto the 
fi eld, court or ice. 
 “It’s like anything. It’s a step-wise 
approach,” Carlson said. “You need 
to fi gure out exactly what you’re 
dealing with and fi gure out what the 
cause of the problem was.”
 “When you’re treating someone 
on the fi eld, [you are] kind of taking 
a quick history, doing a quick obser-
vation [and] special testing. That’s 
kind of what we consider our ‘quick-
ie on fi eld’ assessment,” Hussey 
continued.
 After fi nishing the quick assess-
ment, the therapist must decide 
whether the athlete can be taken off 
the fi eld, and if so, how quickly and 
how safely. 
 As part of protocol, according to 
Carlson, the fi rst 72 hours is infl am-
mation control of the injury. After-
wards, the therapist progressively 
moves through tissue regeneration 
and reconditioning, then the ques-
tion of returning to sport. 
 The difference in the process 
comes when dealing with acute or 
chronic injuries. Acute injuries are 
one-time injuries, and chronic inju-
ries are persisting for a long time or 
constantly recurring. Both Hussey 
and Carlson stressed that while 
acute injuries follow a basic reha-
bilitation depending on the nature 
of the injury, chronic injuries can be 
a lot more diffi cult to deal with. 
 “These cases, they’re a lot more 
complicated from the clinical side,” 
Hussey said. “You have to look at 
a lot more things from the whole 
body. So that’s when you start look-
ing at what’s going on in the hips, 
is there a problem in the back or a 
problem in the knees or something 
that’s contributing to why they keep 
doing it. Which is sometimes easier 
said than done.”
 To add to the factors, injuries 
can vary depending on the sport, 
and even the position. Hussey, who 
deals only with football, can see a 
variety of injuries during a game de-
pending on which player gets hurt in 
which position. 
 “If you have soccer, generally soc-
cer people all [have] the same struc-
ture,” she said. “But if you have an 
o-line, then you have a receiver or a 
quarterback, we’re talking two com-
pletely different things. So you can 
break it down, to each individual 
position almost has things that they 
are more likely to have happen to 
them. And that would be how you 
break it down because it’s such a 
different sport.“
 The position, or sport, can evi-
dently affect the return-to-play de-
cision as well. 
 “When they’re coming back from 
injury, you need to know [every-
thing],” Hussey said. “My o-line 
man doesn’t need to sprint more 
than fi ve yards. So his perimeter for 
going back is going to be way dif-
ferent than a receiver who has to 
be able to sprint 40 yards down the 
fi eld.”
 “You have to root around until you 
fi nd out what all of the causes are,” 
Carlson said. 
 During their tenures as athletic 
therapists, Carlson and Hussey, 
alongside Jen Childs, who is also a 
certifi ed athletic trainer for WLU, 
have experienced very rare and 
traumatic injuries, including dislo-
cated hips, serious concussions and 
possible spinal injuries. But despite 
the severity of the crazy occurrenc-
es in their jobs, both Carlson and 
Hussey dedicate themselves to max-
imizing the athlete’s performance 
without burden from an injury. 
 “At that time it doesn’t matter 
whose team is whose, we’ve got a 
kid that you don’t know if he’s going 
to walk or what’s going to happen,” 
Hussey said. “It’s a very rewarding 
job.”
Hawks sign nine to basketball program
“This is the basic story 
we tell them. You can’t 
come back and be the 
same player you were in 
March.”
—Peter Campbell, men’s basketball 
head coach
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR
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With just under eight weeks until 
the beginning of the Wilfrid Laurier 
University’s men’s football training 
camp, head coach Michael Faulds is 
still working on the structure of his 
new team. 
 The Golden Hawks will open 
their 2013 campaign on Aug. 25 in 
Guelph. In the last six months, the 
club has gone through a new head 
coach and a revamp of the program. 
And with that revamp, Faulds has 
emphasized that no one has their 
spot secured.
 “That was my first message to the 
team when I had my first meeting in 
January,” Faulds said in a phone in-
terview as he drove back to his home 
in Toronto from working in Wa-
terloo. “I don’t care if you’re going 
into your first year, your third year 
or your fifth year. Everyone is equal 
right now and it’s a clean slate.” 
 After the resignation of former 
head coach Gary Jeffries at the end 
of last season, where Laurier fin-
ished with a 3-5 record and backed 
into the playoffs to be defeated 34-0 
by the Queen’s Gaels, the program 
hired Faulds, a 28 year-old former 
offensive coordinator with the York 
Lions. 
 In the last six months, Faulds has 
worked individually with players 
that were struggling academically or 
athletically, and held workout ses-
sions as well as weekly practices at 
RIM Park.
 This training has been Faulds’ 
way of making his players account-
able, as well as changing the men-
tality of the team going into a new 
season.
 Now, with only eight weeks until 
training camp is in full force, Faulds 
plans on using the off time to get his 
team ready.
 “I think just trying to make sure 
that everyone’s accountable,” he 
said. “During the offseason, it’s hard 
to control your student athletes 
when they’re not here [with] only 
about 30 per cent of our players ac-
tually staying here in the summer.
 “So, I need to make sure I’m con-
stantly sending e-mails about the 
workouts and make sure everyone’s 
working really hard.” 
 Faulds mentioned that it’s hard 
for the fall programs to have all of 
their players at their full potential 
because of the summer coming right 
before training camp. But he again 
emphasized accountability for each 
player that will step on the field in 
late August.
 “It is just important that you give 
it your all on a daily basis,” he said. 
 While the players are consistently 
pressured, Faulds said he doesn’t 
feel any of the outside pressures put 
on him in his first year as a head 
coach because he “already put those 
pressures on [himself].”
 “Coaches naturally get judged by 
game day, [but] what I keep telling 
people is that we’re going to play 
anywhere from eight to 12 games 
this year,” Faulds said. 
 “What we’re really focusing on is 
the other 355 days of the year. We’re 
going to win all of those days as 
well.
 “So we’re going to be judged on 
our win-loss record, but I’m making 
sure that our players are winning in 
the classroom, winning in their so-
cial lives, winning in terms of study-
ing and families and working out.” 
New focus for Laurier football
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS	EDITOR
Head coach Michael Faulds is focusing on accountability and full-year commitment for his new team in the upcoming season.
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Peter Campbell is not used to being 
on the sidelines when there’s a bas-
ketball game going on. 
 So when the head coach of Wilfrid 
Laurier University’s men’s basket-
ball team was offered a mentoring 
role with the Canadian cadet team 
for the FIBA Americas Champion-
ship in Uruguay, it was hard for him 
to stay off the court. 
 “I probably overstepped my 
bounds early, [but] nobody seemed 
to be offended by it,” Campbell 
laughed after he returned from 
Uruguay. 
 “I went into training camp, and 
of course, being a coach, once we 
were on the floor I got a little more 
involved than I should have in prac-
tices, trying to help the kids and 
talking to the [coaches] … trying to 
see if I could help them be an even 
better team.”
 Canada finished third overall in 
the tournament after winning their 
pool 3-0 and defeating Puerto Rico 
in the bronze medal game. 
 By winning their pool, Cana-
da automatically qualified for the 
World Championships — their main 
goal going into the tournament, ac-
cording to Campbell. 
 Campbell’s role with the team 
was to act as a mentor for the coach-
ing staff — comprised of three oth-
er Canadian Interuniversity Sport 
coaches, including McGill’s Dave 
DeAveiro, Alberta’s Barnaby Crad-
dock and Queen’s Stephan Barrie — 
and the players. 
 He helped the team during train-
ing camp and practices, and then sat 
in the stands during games, taking 
stats and observing the play of both 
teams. 
 “If there was something in partic-
ular [the coaches] wanted [stats of], 
I would do it for them, but otherwise 
I did my own thing so I could have 
some feedback for them,” Campbell 
said. 
 Campbell’s position with the ca-
det team joins his resume along 
with positions such as being an as-
sistant with the women’s national 
team for four years, serving as both 
an assistant and head coach with 
multiple World University Games 
teams and under 19 programs, as 
well as being an assistant at the 
last Goodwill Games in Brisbane, 
Australia.
 While being a “resource” was a 
new job title for Campbell, he said 
he enjoyed being able to watch and 
take notes.
 “It was a great experience for me 
because I was watching somebody 
else coach, who is a good coach at 
our level,” he said. 
 “Dave does things different than I 
do in certain areas, so it was a good 
learning experience to watch him be 
the headman.”
 Campbell also mentioned the 
growing success of the Canadian 
basketball program. In the last few 
years, the program has sent more 
teams to national qualifiers with 
growing success. 
 Later this month, the Canadian 
national team will head to Russia 
for the FISU Summer Universiade 
Games.
 “I think, from everybody’s per-
spective, it was a good accomplish-
ment. Canada will be happy because 
we qualified for another round.”
 “This is the beginning of a new 
era,” he said. 
 “They just changed the national 
program on the men’s side. We’re 
going back to something we had 
earlier.” 
SHELBY BLACKLEY
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To finish off her career as a Laurier 
Golden Hawk, women’s hockey cap-
tain Fiona Lester added something 
else to her list of accomplishments.
Earlier in the month, Lester was 
named to the 2013 Capital One Aca-
demic All-America College Division 
at-large first team for the second 
time in her tenure as a student ath-
lete at Laurier. 
Lester is only the second Laurier 
athlete to be named to an all-Amer-
ica team, following men’s football 
player Dillon Heap in 2010.
“Obviously it’s really exciting 
again,” Lester, a biology and math-
ematics graduate, said from her Pe-
terborough home. “I definitely didn’t 
expect it for the second time. It’s just 
as exciting, really.” 
Although Lester was awarded 
first-team honours last year as well, 
another Canadian-born athlete ac-
companied her. This year, she be-
came the only one, and one of only 
two Canadian Interuniversity Sport 
(CIS) athletes in the three academic 
all-America teams. 
“I don’t know what really goes 
through my mind,” Lester said, try-
ing to find words to explain her ac-
complishment. “I don’t know if 
there’s something that distinctly 
goes through my mind that I can put 
in words of some distinct feeling.” 
 The honour finishes off an im-
pressive career for Lester at Laurier, 
which included two Ontario Uni-
versity Athletics (OUA) champion-
ships, two OUA first team all-star 
honours and three CIS academic all-
Canadian honours. 
 This past year, Lester was hon-
oured with the Outstanding Women 
of Laurier Award (OWL) and named 
the women’s hockey team’s most 
valuable player. She helped the team 
to a 21-2-3 record and tallied a ca-
reer-best seven goals and 12 assists, 
finishing third in the conference 
with 19 points.
 “I thought OWL was a really nice 
way to wrap it all up, then along 
comes this and I’m like, ‘oh another. 
This is nice to wrap it up to,’” Les-
ter laughed. “It was exciting for sure 
to finish this way as I was literally 
leaving Laurier.”
 Academically, Lester excelled all 
four years while at WLU. In her final 
year, she held a 3.90 G.P.A on the 
American scale, equivalent to 11.65 
on Laurier’s scale. She was awarded 
the Luke Fusco Academic Athletic 
Achievement award for the second 
year in a row from Laurier, as well 
as earning three CIS academic all-
Canadian honours in her four-year 
tenure. 
 “[Academics have] always been 
important to me and I’ve always 
enjoyed excelling and being able to 
understand what I’m learning and 
really master it,” Lester said. 
 Lester’s plans now that she’s done 
at Laurier have not been finalized, 
but she mentioned she has plenty of 
ideas. 
 Her first goal is to mend a stress 
fracture in her foot, which started 
during the OUA playoffs, but Lester 
didn’t realize it was a stress fracture 
until halfway through April.
 “After that, I’m not really sure,” 
she said. “I’m thinking about playing 
hockey in Europe next year, just 
for a season, but again, it depends 
on what happens with my foot and 
what happens with the team. I’ve 
talked to them, but I haven’t made 
any final commitments yet.” 
 The team is situated out of Be-
larus, but Lester doesn’t know 100 
per cent what the plans are. If she 
doesn’t go, she plans to travel. Af-
terward, she’d like to attend grad 
school, but is unsure where. 
Coach
earns
bronze
Peter Campbell
plays mentor role
for Canadian team
Lester finishes 
career in style
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Women’s hockey captain named to all-
America team for second straight year
